
('Thirty-third day.) 

TRANSCRIPT OF 

give<< before 

THE ROYAL CORILIS‘i ION APPOUINTED TO IN4UIRE INTO THE 
CAUSES AND ORIGINS AND Mil% MA` TE% S ARISING OUT OF 
BUSH FIRES Ii' VICTORIA DURING 	M01.011 OF 

JAeUARY, 1939, 

held at 

MELBOURNE 

On 

MONDAY 3rd APRIL  1939.  

IL ENT: 

HIS HONOUR JUDGE TTON, Royal Commissioner, 

MR. GREGORY GOWANS, appeared to as si st the Commissioner 

M.R. E. H E, BARBER, appeared on 
Gond es ion, 

behalf of t he Forests 

    

MR. R. AiLREWARTHA, appeared tan behalf of the Melbourne and 
Metropolitan Board of Works. 

MR. A. H. HARDY, 

MR. .. SV;INDON, 

appeared on behalf of the Victorian Branch 
of the Australian Forests League. 

appeared on behalf of t be Victorian Bush 
Fire Brigades Association, 

'EVIDENCE 

WILLIAM JOHN 	Sworn a nd Lxamined: 

BARBM : What is your full name?---UilJ iam John Lakeland. At 

present I am employed by the Forests 'Commission in the 

capacity of Forests Engineer. 

Your duties alould include the construction of trantwa3rs, roads, weirs, 

and so on, Fnd have covered the inspection of certain catchments 

in regard to land use and soil erosion?—Yes. 

In 1937 you were appointed as the representative of the Forests GtOnitili S-

ion on the Erosion Committee, the report of which Committee has 

been submitted in evidence?---yes. 

Prior to joining the staff of the Forests Commis:_lon, for over 20 years 
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you were employed as a field and constructional engineer in 

Southern Asia, between I3orneo ac. d 

You have lived in various countries in that -part of the world?---Yes. 

As boating engineer for the Burma railways, your duties entailed 

investigations of land use, on which to base railroad projects, 

and you also had experience in the deserts of Baluchistan and 

Irak where the annual rainfall is extremely low?---Yes. 

You have prepared an article on the fundamentals of this subject. 

That article, having regard to the late stage at which your 

evidence as boon c ailed, is really too long to take up the 

tilre of the ComAssion by reading it wholly, 	I propose 

that you should summarise the article and then I shall direct 

your attention  specific Ily to one or two paragraphs oft he  

statement„ 	I shall then submit t he whole article as an 

exhibit for the perusal of His honour. 

THECOMMISiIONIR : Is t hat course asse -rated to? 

MR. BARBEt : I know ler. Gowans has assented to it. 

MR. ANDREWARTHA: I have no onjeetion to that course being taken, 

M. BARBER: (To witness): 	You hay° carefully studied the transcript of 

Mr. Strom's evidence and t 're statement he put in?--Yes. 

What have you to say about it?---E am in Rail accord with it, 	There 

was one minor item in connection with dug-outs, 	I think Mr. 

Strom suggested that he entrance to those dug-outs should be 

down steps. 	I w ould modify that in certain mountainous areas 

where there is a possibility of ventilating by means of 

hydraulic air blows, With such installations you would want 

means of allowing water to run out, 	That is only a very 

minor doteil, and generally I am in full accord with Mr * Stromis 

suggestions. 	The title of the article I have prepared is 

"Me Role of the Forest s of South Ea stern Australia in 

relation to :National Development", 

0,,,,,, ,,,EXHIBIT N ilk i40 " 	
 Article prepared by witness, 

I have also prepared an summary of that article, which I shall . 

read, 	The summary is a s 
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ROLE, OF  TifE FORESTS 

OF 

SOUTH EASTERN AUSTRALIA 

IN TO:LAYTON TO 

NATIONAL DEVELOMM T.  

A R Y. 

"1, 	'.his article briefly discusses the factors controlling 

permanent settlement in Australia and shows that climatic 

conditions are mainly responsible ffbr the barrenness of the 

vast interior and for the concentration of European settlement, 

more particularly, in the south-east of the continent. 

Extension of settlement towards the arid interior can 

only be rendered possible by control of stream flow from the 

areas of heavy rainfall on the highlands in Eastern Victoria, 

and the south-east sections of New south Wales. 	With an 

irregular rainfall, avrying in intensity, the construction of 

artifical storages, to impound the run-off in time of flood 

and to realise it in time of drought be comes essential., 

11 3 . 	On the rich cosatl step, covered by the wet catch- 

ments of Gippsland where in some cases extensive drainage 

sottemes have ve been carried out, suob as the Koo-Wee-Rup and Moe 

swamps, the water problem is the mitigation of floods. 

"4 . 

	 It is generally recognised that the most favourable 

stream flow is found on those catchments where the soil form- 

ation has a high capacity to absorb precipitation. 	This cap- 

acit; is very largely dependent on the condition of the forest 

cover in maintaining surface conditions favourable to 

infiltration. 

1154, 	Again that well-Known physiographer Griffith Taylor 

writing about the extension of settlement stated "Australia 

must make t he most of the garland of verdure which surrounds 

her arid interior. Water conservation will broaden this 

garland." 
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V;Lni the previously mentioned two objectives to be 

considered, we should bear in mind the words of that world 

authority Raphael Zen, of t he United States Forest Service -

1©f` all the direct influences of the forest the influence upon 

the supply of water in streams and upon the regularity of their 

flow is the most important in human economy 	  

IA national oolicy which, though considering the direct value' 

of fbrests as a source of timber, fails 'to take full account also 

of their influence upon erosion, the flow of streams, and 

climate, may easily endanger the well-being of the whole people.' 

ti rf 
I* Unfortunately in the past, dating possibly from the 

recommendation of Reginald Murray on 1875, we find forestry 

concerned solely with commercial timbers. As a result of this 

policy isolated 'Forest Reserves" are scattered all over the 

state, 2 nd a land use pattern where cultivation and grazing 

have taken form without regard to sustained use of land and 

water. The land use pattern as shown on the accompanying map 

of Victoria (Fig.5) classified according to its productiveness, 

is essentially one of exploitation resulting from the economic 

and social forces which have impinged upon the natural patterns 

of geological structure, topography, soil types, climatic 

conditions and natural vegetation. 	In short, land use in this 

State, as elsewhere in Australia, has been a scramble to convert 

the land and its products into cash, regardless of t he future. 

The recent conflagration that swept the mountainous areas was 

doubtless tl-e most destructive blow that h Es ever fallen on the 

forwst resources of the Commonwealth and it is the penalty 

for our errors 	the past. 

s8. 	There are many sections of the public who regard the 

policy of the Forests Commission as responsible for the 

disastrous fires. 	With such a land use pattern as that 

illustrated on the previously mentioned map (Big,5) where we 

find scattered /Forest Reserves', Ath boundaries demarcated 
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regardlese of topographical features, enclosing and•eanetra.ted 

ny areas deemed suitable for grazing or agrieylture controlled 

by others, the formulation of a sound and economic plan of 

fire control is an impossibility, 	Su& maladjustments are 

considexud in more detail in the ease of the head of the 

Latrobe catchment, the Tambo River and the Hume Reservoir 

catchmen t, 

,1 • 	 These misuses of land are due to failure to appreciate 

theta catanment is a unit of many parts in yihich abuse of 

one affects all others, 

"10, The remedy lies in the formulation of a plan for sus-

tained productivity and the utility of the resources of soil and 

water. Other factorsbeing equal, the slope factor OW the 

most Important role in accelerated erosion, and therefore 

governs the use of the land, 	To this end we must group our 

is rids into those most suitable for agriculture, grazing and 

forest, Map No„10 shows the procedure to be adopted. 

"11, When adjusting the boundary line between the grazing 

land and the forest consideration must be given to the 

elimination of dangerous salients into the forest land, 	Once 

this boundary is fired al l forest land should be handed over 

to the control of the Forest authority. 	As the first essent- 

ial. in forest management is erevention and control of fire, 

a broad firebreak should be cut along the boundary as shown 

in Fig,10. This break should not merely be cleared and left 

in a barren condition, but top-dressed and sown down with 

subterranean clover, During the spring months these breaks :mad 

could be grazed under a policy of agistment and left comparat-

ively clean, as the hot dry months approached. 	Thus not 

only would these breaks act as forest protection but would 

be a source of revenue, 

"12, Sound administrition within the forest area will 

call fort he production of timber and control of grazing, 

planning for recreation and wild life, sit greatest of all, 

vegetational control s, to minimise floods on the southern 

slopes, and to conserve water on the north for t he benefit 

of those arid regions lying to the north-west", 
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Dealing, .cileh ,our prepared statement (Exhibit "e..:,.), there are one of 

two parts of it dealing more directly with t he fire problem, 

On page 8, under the heading of "The Forest" you commence 

dealing with that problem and then it proceeds over pages 6,7, 

8 and 9, 	Would you like to comment on those sections of the 

article, or read them?.---I shall read those sections, 

(Witness read paragraphs 18 to 20 of article (Exhibit nel.Q. 

THE COMVISeIONIR : As this article ha3 been submitted in the form of an 

exhibit what is the purpose of having portions of it read? 

MR. BARB EE.: I desired to direct .particular attention to the passages 

that the witness is now reading, It would be sufficient if 

• the witness directed attention to those passages, 

TIIE0ONCISSIONIR : Is it being read for my benefit, or for the benefit 

of the gentlemen &15 tte table? 

MR. GOWANS: As long as I am not esleed to cross-examine .: , bout it I have 

no objection, because I have not even seen the exhibit yet, 

tre C OMMI6SIONIR : You can rest assured that I s hall read every word of 

it, A lot of it is not quite new to me, Mr. Strom will tell 

you that w e had very early knowledge on this matter together; 

I have a very elementary knowledge, Mr. Strom hes a very 

profound one. 	In all these rasa ttas do not think that I am 

tryingt o cut your case short. 	It is a question of whether 

or not it is necessary. 	If you think it is necessary, go 

ahead witee it, because I s houed think you are the best judge 

of that matter, 

MR, BARBIE: 'Perhaps I ban direct attention to those specific passages, 

THE cOmmi&-ilogaci : The Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of;' .'arks will 

ha ve access to the exhibit, and no doubt if Mr. Kelso does not 

agree with it durine his final address he will mention it, 

It is the sort of thing which is above suspicion - an 

expression of professional opinion. 

MR. BARBEE: There is no question es to cross-examination about it. 
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THE COMMT3SIONER: Such of it 	I have aeon in a quick glance through 

makes me think it would be the sort of thing that would be 

readily accepted by me, but of course I have not read it all. 

MR. BARBER.: It does get down to fundamental viewpoints. 

THEO OMMISSIONER: You deal with it in your own way. 

-ME. BARBIE: I do not think it necessary for the witness to read any 

further, (To witness): Do you desire to further comment on 

those particular passages 93 appear in paragraphs 18 to 28 

in your statement?---.No, I think that ground has been pretty 

well covered by other witnesses. 

THE C 01111tISSIONIR 	Mr. (Iowans, if you find when going through the 

exhibit, that thew are certain matters on which you should 

like to cross-e.xamine the witness he can be recalled at a girx 

future date. 

MR. GOWANS: Perhaps that w ould be the best way of dealing with it. 

So far as the witness has read there does not appear to be 

very much on which I can cross-examine, but ea the same time I do z 

not like to pass over an exhibit without , -,mowing anything 

about it, 

THE COMMISSIONER: quite so, and you will have an opportunity later, if you 

Link it wise, to have Mr. Lakeland recalled, 	I may cL.sire to 

recall him myself when I have read t he exhibit thoroughly, 

MR. BARBEE: Do you desire to direct attention to the various photographs 

and other things you have had arranged in the Court?---- 1.1They 

illustrate the disastrous effect of faulty land utilization. 

in tile recommendations of Reginald Murray in 1875, whereby 

a forest policy seems to have be,ea founded, it was done 

solely with the object of protecting valuable timber, 	The 

question of water supply and of the control of catchments 

did not enter into consideration. 	As a result we have had ve'y 

bad maladjustment of land utilization, which has ruined many 

of the headwaters of the various catchments, 	It is 

suggested that one of the first things that should be 
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fixed id the forest boundary. 	Until you get a selected area 

it is impossible to frame a policy of protection. You have to 

be given the lams boundary of the area to be protected. 	'Until 

you have selected t hat area and have eliminated the faulty 

maladjustment of land utilization it is absolutely impossible to 

frame a sound policy of protection. 

Looking at it strictly from the prevention of bush fire viewpoint s  apart 

from forestry methods that re have already listened to for pre-

vention and suppression, the fundamental thing is a proper 

survey and proper arrangement of land utilization?---Definitely. 

Is there anything else youdesire to refer to in the statement?— -I think 

that covers my main point s  dealing with the fundamentals. 

R. CI-0;AliS: There are two passages in the exhibit which I think should 

be read s  partly because t hey might not be accepted as uncontrov.. 

ersial and partly because other witnesses will touch on the 

same subject. 	On page 8 of the exhibit the following statements 

appear:— 

"A slow burning fire may creep over the ground appearing 

to do little harm. while many of the larger trees may have 

escaped injury entirely the younger age-classes the u rising- 

generation" of seedlings and saplings fhich were to have been the 

forest of the future, may have been jet as surely ruined as if 
inferno 

the fire had been of the whirL-wind/type. Would any sane 

individual attempt to clean up the floor of the young mcuntain 

ash forest shown in prints Aos. 5 and 6 by a so-called controlled 

fire? 

"To .- ee ycung seedling and the finger-sized sapling the 

slow creeping fire means destruction. 	',There light fires are 

repeated at internals of a few years forest production may 

be permanently kept out," 
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Do pa) draw an distinction between a controlled fire a nd a light fire?---

In the mountain ash area, it is impossible to control these 

fires, 	They are lit with the idea of being slow, creeping 

fires, but they get out of hand. 	The slow, creeping fire 

burns the humus, anddamages the growing trees, 

Do you draw any distinction between a light burn and a controlled burn, 

in the sense that a lit burn may be over any area in 

favourable conditions, but a controlled burn is one which 

must be kept within certain limits? Do you draw that distinc-

tion?---Lhere you have any growth, fire in any shape or form 

would) be disastrous, especially in areas where there are 

thin bark trees. 

I merely want to know whether you used the terms "controlled burning" 

and "light burning" in different ways. 	Do you , draw any 

distinction?---reersonally, I would eliminate all fire from 

those areas, 

In drawing up this statemnt, you used the words "controlled burning" 

and "light burning"; are you drawing any distinction between 

the two?---No. 

On page 9 of your statement, you deal with the beneficial effects of fire, 

and you state:- 

"Only when fire is used fb r a definite beneficial purpose 

which outweighs the evil effects is it justified. 

S'uch beneficial effects may be - 

(1) For regeneration purposes. 

(2) As a means of eradicating disease. 	(In pastures 

it eradicates disease, especially i3otulian and 

Fluke. 	It destroys tussocks which harbour bacterle 

which are harmful to stock, while the tussocks 

spring up afresh and the young grass is eaten - 

i.F.MOrris, 14a tional Herbarium of Victoria,) 

(3) For strategic purposes to prevent the occurrence 

of more destructive outbreaks on large areas. 

Under no conditions should fire be used unless intell- 

igently d. planned to secure some/benefit 
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and the control should be solely in the hands of the 

forest authorities when within, or in close proximity, to 

forested country." 

I am merely reading that for the information of witnesses 

who may follow. Now, in regard to your summary, you state 

that there are many sections of the public who regards e 

policy of the Forests Commission as being responsible for the  

disastrous fires, 	gay I take it that yell r answer to that would 

be that, so long as the Forests Commission has to deal with 

areas Which have ve been planned without due regard to the 

principles of land utilization, the Forests Cortraission is 

not to be blamed for the disastrous fires that occurred this 

year?---They are placed in the position of t eying to protect 

rather hopeless frontiers, or boundaries, so far as their 

own reserves are concerned, 

You regard that as a substantial answer, et all. events, to the opinion 

you have expressed there? 	These boundaries have been framed 

witho t my regard to the topographical features in many 

cases. 	Areas run half up a slope, ire some cases, end it is 

more or less impossible to protect them. 

How far has it been in the hands of the Forests Commiezion to deal w ith 

that problem and remove thole obstacles?---I am afraid I 

cannot answer that question, 

Yeti ere aware of the power they have, under their own Act, to hay e 

certain areas dedicated as forests, at the request of the 

For 	Corranission?---Yes, 

YOU know of the othe r Power, I think it is in the Forests Act, or in 

the Lands Act, enabling the exchange of areas which have al- 

ready been dedicated as forest reserves for other areas, which 

are not under the control of the Forests Con d.ssion?---Yes, 

Do you nott hink that with hers two powers, e the right to have areas 

dedicated as forest reserves, endt be right to ezchaege 

areas at present dedicated as forest reserves for other 

lands the Forests Cc:emission may desire to acquire — that it 
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has been Possible for the Forests Commission to do away with 

the very obstacle yol have mentioned?---That was a subject 3x 

brought up by the erosion Committee, 	The idea of fixing 

these boundaries would have to be adjusted between the various 

Departments concerned, particularly the Forests Commission 

and the Lands Department, 	The whole question of land 

utilization for water catchment would have to be considered, 

The matter lies mainly between the Forests Commission. and the Lands 

Dacertment?--I should say that the State Rivers and e,ater 

Supply Commi scion would have someth ing to say about that, 

In general, the State Rivers and Water Supply ()omission has no land at 

all vested in it?---That is so, so far as I know, 

Then it becomes a question as to whether the Lands Department will allow 

the Forests Commission to have certain lands to be dedicated 

as forests, and receive other areas in exchange?---It is such 

a tremendous subject tint it would have to be considered 

right throughout the State, particularly in the mountainous 

catchment areas, and I think that is too big a problem for 

tete Forests Commission to be able to tackle single—handed, 

That is what I want to ask you, Has the Forests Commission in the 

past over really tackled that problem of land utilization so 

far as its own areas are concerned?--I are not aware of it, 

so far as its boundaries are concerned, and so far as these 

particular objects are concerned, 

Take a particualr exemple — the Umeo forest, which we have heard referred 

to as a protected forest, 	Is it yel r view that the Omeo 

forest in its present stete is of value as a protected forest?— 

----No, but I think all these areas are leased for grazing, 

I think the Forests Commis :ion has tried to bring these areas 

under control under E policy of agistment, Where there are 

huge nearby areas of Crown land under grazing, there is no 

in cutting grazing out of these ether areas, 

Leave grazing out of it altogether. You know that Orneo is a reserved 
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forest?---Yes. 

You know that the timber value oft hat area is very small?---That is 

the area to the South-east of Omeo? 

The Omeo State Forest lies to the South-west of Omeo, 	(Plan(' examined 

by Mr. Cows ns and witness )?---*Tha t is to e area I think, which 

may be called one of the hest areas, so far as the state of 

preservation is ooncerned, in any part of the catchment area, 

particularly around the head waters of the "Victoria River or 

the head of the Livingstone. 

What do you say is the value *it of that forest?--From a protection 

point of view? 

From any point of view?---That is quite a good forest .• the best in the 

catchment, trom n water protection point of view, 

It is of very little value from a timber point of view?--There is a 

woolly-butt area on it - it is a question of transport, of ooursej 

We were told by yes r own District Officers that they regarded this as 

being of vary little value, from a. point of view of timber, 

and t hat no fire protection work had, in fact, been carried 

out in that area?--That is the area that is utilized largely 

for winter grazing, and the risk of fire is not nearly so 

great there. 

It was, in fact, completely burnt out in the recent fires?---I hair e not 

bee up that side lately, and I cannot say personally, 

All I want to get from you is this; it has been put to me by Mr. Clark 

and by Mr, Strom - end t hey are prepared, if necessary, 

to go into the bon and reaffirm this - that, in its ;;)resent 

condition, tla t forest is and was of very little value as a 

protection forest, and that it was of very little value in 

its condition immediately prior to the fire because of the 

fact that the timber was not of a good type, and is not in a 

condition to bind the soil, without something else being done 

to it, 	are you in a position to discuss that area? 	I should 

like to know whether you are in agreement withthat opinion, 

or whether you are opposed to it?----It is several 
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years since I lwt visited that forest, and I cannot say 

exactly what condition it was in prior to the fire, 

If that were so, would not that be one of the areas which the Forests 

001111111. SS ion should have considered from the point of view of 

land utilization, and an area which possibly it could have 

exchanged for some are -where the timber value was of some 

importance, or could it not have done something to the forest 

to make it of value as a protection forest, 	If you do not 

feel like discussing that because you are not familiar with 

the area, I shall not pursue the matter my further?---I have 

not seen the area for seven years, and I cannot say what condit4 

ion it was in prior to the fire, 	When I was there, in February 

193`r?, it was in an excellent state of preservation, and 

therm was remarkably good young growth coming along. 

MR. BARBER: Referring to this Omeo forest, whether it was good cr bad, 

the fact remeins that it was acting in a sense as a protection 

forest until it was burnt?--Yes, I consider it was, 

MR (HAM: V,11 at do you mean by acting. 

MR. BARBER: Well, purporting to act. 	It is there for t he purpose of 

being a protection forest, 	(To witness ): Assuming for the 

moment that the 'trees were not very valuable, weuld you think 

it a suitable a rea to exchange from the Forests Commission 

to some other Department, to be thrown open for settlement?---

No, I WI rather opposed to settlement in this part of t be 

country, for the simple reason that there is a fire risk. 

There are large stretches of fertile areas on the flats, but, 

unfortunately, the settlers are prone to fire these slo -oes. 

THE COliiiMIS,A014ai: Do you think it is too late now for some authority 

to comence to set new boundaries to forest areas further in 

in elaces saner- settlement has encroached?..--I think they 

should be fixed according to the land utilization policy. 

That is only words. 	Do you think it too late now for some authority 

to comeenee to set new boundaries to the forest areas behind 
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the places where the setelement has encroached into the 

forests, 	Do you think that these boundaries could be fired 

so that they would not be encroached upon in the future, as 

in the past?--That is in the Hume catchment area, 

In all forest areas?--It is not too late. 	A lot of areas are well 

below the subsistence level, from a farming point of view, 

and t he younger folk have to go out and earn their livings 

elsewhere, 	I have seen numerous instances of that, 	In the 

iNorth Fumina area, I have seen land almost slipping down into 

the creek, 	One man cleared an area there in 1908, and now 

he is watohtee- eig that land slipping almost under his feet, 	He 

has had to remove his buildings to another area, 	I should 

say that there would be no difficulty in reclassifying that 

land. 	In fact one Griner approached me the other day to see 

whether the land could be taken over for reafforestation, 

There was a break on the top of his farm, en d there is a 

difference of three or four feet in the levels in palces, 	In 

parts, the roads are practically impassable, 	These are in 

the areas in which I consider it would be nothing like too 

late to reclassify. 	That would a -oply to most of the country 

north of the Latrobe, 

Apart froe the areas for settlement which have proved unsuitable or have 

become unsuitable, do you think some authority could now set 

new boundaries for fbrest areas, further into the forests 

than the present boundaries? 	hot fir then in, 	I should say, 

in many cases, that is so. 	Every locality should receive 

separate consideration, 	The Latrobe area should be dealt 

with almost down to the River, 

GOWANS: I would direct Your Honour's attention to the fact that 

two files have been put in, one from the lands Department s, 

and the other from the Forests Commission, They deal, on 

the one hand, with the question of areas being acquired for 
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d.: deation as --t-tate forests, and on the other hand, the 

question of the exchange of land at present in the hands of the 

Forest s COMA 8Si 011 or Lands Department for land under the 

control of other Departments, and the object of asking this 

witness these questions was to see how far the Forests 

Commission had, in fact, addressed itself to the pronem of 

land utilization generally. 

MR. HARDY: Is hould like to ask one or two questions of the witness. 

lie has referred to forestry practice in other parts of the 

world. 	In the Forestry Journal of 11/1/1952, thereis a 

passage w blob you might be able to explain. Do you know 

anything about the teak forests in Java?—eot ii1 Java. 	I 

know the Burma forests very lee = thoroughly. 

In the Forestry Journal, there is reference to Cashmir, and the statement 

is made that, after the completion of t he first felling, in 

regeneration areas, all rubbish, bushes, raw humus and felling 

debris are collected and burnt, in order to make the soil fir 

for the reception of the seed. 	The ash beds thus formed make 

excellent seed beds, and the general practice is to sow these 

at once, without waiting for a seed year, which in certain 

cases occurs only at intervals of lrom four to five years. 

It is also stated that after felling, the fbrests are cleaned 

up az d are then given a complete rest for t he remainder of the 

felling cycle, and this, it is anticipated, will give ample 

time for regeneration and establishmetit of growth before the 

next felling comes around. 	I take it that the reference to 

raw humus is the undecomposed leaves which are cleared away?--- 
gener ally 

Teak forests iirenite carry pretty heavy spreads of leaves and 

it could only mean clearing this up. 	The leaf is large, 

and there veculd be no difficulty in burning leaves without 

injury to the soil. 

So that in removing the humus, or raw humus, as it is cs,lled, that 

would only mean clearing away the green material not yet 

decomposed?— Yes, 
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There is a nother passage in the Forestry Journal relating tb the teak 

forests of Java, 	It is stated that clear felled areas are 

given out to Javanese contractors immediately on the close of 

the rain* season in April and May, 	The felling, slash, and 

other litter is piled on the stumns and burnt, Among other 

advantages, this prevent s the stumps from coppicing, 	This i  is 

contrasted with the 'Practice in British India, where, it is 

stated, the burning is limited in extent as much as possible, 

It is quite possible that this is wrongly printed, 	It looks 

as if there is unlimited burning in British Indk, and I do not 

think that is so?---No, 

There were some other questions I intender} to ask the witness, but in 

view of the latemess of t he s tage of the proceedings, I will 

hold them over, 

THE WITNESS WITHDREW, 
.1.1 rent owe WO-  ay amOril. .0 /epee/haat MEWS-  UM OM am■ 

HARDY: At this point I would like to draw Your Honour's attention to 

the fact that, before the outbreak of fires, the Premier 

consented to receive a deputation from the Forests League and 

the Federation of Walking Clubs, and son others, in connection 
toresexwe 

with a proposal wittxpvhat are termed as primitive areas, which 

are mainly forests along the principle ridges in the water , 

 catchment areas, 	It is desired that the fauna and flora in 

these areas should not be interferred with in any way. 	That 

deputation is still held up pendin1-; the presentation of Your 

Honour's report, 	It is desired that there shall be a clear 

demarcation of the areas concerned, 	I thought it desirable 

to draw your attention to this matter at this stage, 

THE C CISI ONER: Thank you.  

ALFRED  ANDREW HONE: Sworn and Examined: 

MR. BARBER: You are the Chief Technical Officer to the Forests Comiss-

ion?--Yes, 

You graduated from Creswick in 1919, and then you graduated from 

Adelaide in 1924, obtaining a B.Sc, in Forestry, and then a 
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Diploma of Forestry from the Forestry School at oxford in 1930?-

---That is correct. 

You have had experience in Victoria, and in other States, and you have, at 

any rate, visited Great Britain, France, norms -ay and Switzer-

lan d?--Tna t is so. 

You have some views, more or less fundamental, which you would like to 

put before the Commission, 	First of all, what are your views 

regarding the use of fire for fire orevention purposes?----In 

considering the use of fire for fire prevention purposes, one 

naturally segregates the considerations, the use of fire as 

applied to land devoted to timber production, and as applied to 

land serving rural purposes. 	I propose to deal primarily with 

the application of fire in forest areas, 	I am speaking 

particularly of controlled burning, by which I mean the controller 

use of fire in the preparation of' protection strips. 	As regards 

burning trees and timber in certain forests, that practice meat 

be regarded as definitely harmful, 	Even the mildest and best 

controlled fires are productive of some harm in the trees. 

It may be that the fire burns only a small piece of dry wood 

against a trunk of a tree, but the tree catches alight and 

bums out, or a patch is burnt on the side of a tree. 	You may 

get other growth on that dry section, and inside there is 

frequently fungoid infection, or you may have inscet infestation, 

In young trees, where the berk is thinner, and where the 

crown ;.s sloser to the ground, the fine damage is more apparent. 

You will get loaders killed off and forked stems will 

reeult. 	The whole tendency, so far as firing is concerned, 

is that, although re may be small, with continual fires, 

there is a consistent degrading from the standpoint of 

forest growth. 	As regerds the soil, there is also 

diterioration, 	The organic covering which normally exists 

on the forest floor - the green ground vegetation there - 

all contributes to the gradual absorbtion of water, which is 
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precipitated as rain or snow into the soil. 	In the absence 

of ground litter and dead vegetation, vou get a quick run-

off, and, 	 that in dry or hot weather, in the 

absence of vegetation, you get a much quicker desiccation of 

the durface layers, and, as a result of capillary action, a 

lowering of the ter tables in the soil strata. Although 

the patches may be limited, as each con' vlled burning is carried 

out, you will get a certain amount of soil movement, miniature 

sheet erosion, if you like to call it so, ippoverishing the 

surface layer and graduiliy hardening it 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 2454) 
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TIlie WITNESS (neaTIeltreD): The enact, definitely, both as regards the 

crop and the site is one of deterioration. 	I saw some years 

ago an area on which the litter and scrub had not been 

burned but had been consistently removed year after year from the 

soil surface. 	Adjacent to that was an area on which the 

litter had been retained and conserved to the maximum. 	The 

tree crop, although somewhat large, was as different in the 

two cases as one could imagine. 	In one case there was well 

developed, healthy, vigorous growth, and in the other a poor, 

low, diseased, and badly formed crop. 	I have not seen the 

same results brought about by controlled experiments in firing, 

but in effect the results would be practically the same, and 

the example may be taken as a definite illustration of what 

will result, of what the tree crop and site will be. 	I hay e 

endeavoured so far to indicate,  as clearly as I can that, 

from a soil conservation and timber prodetttion standpoint, 

controlled firing is definitely harmful. 

I go now to my third point, and admit quite freely 

tl-a t under Australian conditions, under the intensity of manage-

ment gen o rail y obtaining in Pe etr ell Pia forests, protective 

burning to varying extents is a definite necessity from bile 

standpoint of protection. 	It is a very much more costly 

operation that is generally supposed, for, on limited 

areas, our own figures eon controlled burning range somewhere 

about 1/— an acre. 	The cost may °caw lower than that but 

that is not an uncoranon figure. 	At the same tiate, it is 

definitely the cheapest mode of protection that can be given 

in an area of high fire hazard, and rather unintensive 

management which always follows when virgin forests are 

being brought under cultivation, c.  as is the case in Australia. 

So I accept it as a basic necessity 	Mat the orotection of 

our hardwood areas or a big proportion of them... In carrying 

the operation out, its locations, the parts that are to be 
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control burned meet be very carefully planned. 	It is not an 

operation to be carried out indiscriminately, 	Certain areas, 

for preference the poor ridge sites, which are naturally of 

low production, should be set aside for controlled burning, as 

could also strips adjacent to roads and trails, 	In actual 

operation, as far as organization is concerned, those need to 

be planned ahead very carefully, 	I think there have been 

submitted to this Commission plans of certain areas for th e 

carrying out of that work, 	".chat process should, and as a 

matter of fact will be, extended to all areas, 	1 think that 

so far as controlled burning on timber lands is concerned, 

those are practically the only points I want to make, 

I now go on to burning a s a fire preventive measure 

on privately owned lands adjoining fbrest areas„ 	Private land 

adjacent to forest areas are occupied f er conversion in pract-

ically all cases to either agricultural or pastoral land, 

That is the purpose far which they have been taken up, aid 

at the present time they are generally in process of conversion, 

The timber is partly cleared and part of it remains, 	In 

Australian practice fire, although this is dielputed by some 

authorities, is considered to be an essential weapon or factor 

or implement, if you like to call it so, in Th e conversion of 

those areas from timber lands to pastoral or agricultural 

lands, 	It is a weapon or tool which, it is generally admitted, 

to secure economic clearing, the settler must accept and use. 

The point I am making in regard to this is that, this being 

the case and it being admitted and recognized that to settler 

must use f ire, it is very highly desirable that every encour-

agement should be given to the occupiers of such land to use 

that weapon at times when it is safe to use it, 	I am suggesting 

that the concept, which at eresent appears in song degree to 

exist that firing on these lands is an illegal weapon, be 

removed, and that it be accepted that its free use except 

for a limited period when it is not possible, having in. view 
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safety, should be 'permitted. 	If that development is possible, 

landholders will be materially assisted and one of the worst 

causes of uncontrolled firing in danger paelods will be remov-

ed. 	The actual point is that we - I am not speaking of us 

as a service but of th e authorities of the State generally 

should make it clear tea t we not only refrain from saying that 

fire is illegal, but that, given the observance of certain 

conditions, we make a strong point of its legality and actual 

desirability. 	If that Vi FEp possible, ank could be achieved, 

the securing of complete black-outs during short danger 

periods would be very much more easily realised. 	Reference 

has been made to the desirability oft surrounding the forest 

areas wiVieNeVs or strips. I suggest that the use of fire 

in this fashion, although it may not achieve a clearing, will, 

in effect, along the fbrest margins bring about practically 

the same results. 

Finally, the use of fire for a medium. for protection 

from fire is particularly a concept of new countries, one 

where the form of land utilization is undergoing change, and 

it is usually an indication of a relatively moderate intensity 

of forest netnagement aril forest utilization. 	In our own 

particular case that state of affairs is accompanied by a very 

high fire hazard, ehie.h renders the use of fire even more 

necessary. 	As forest management intensifies and the lands 

adjoining the forest are utilized for pastoral and agricultural 

purposes, and become more fully cleared and more fully ciaxmispin 

id improved, the necessity for the use of fire for this 

purpose should slowly decree:se. 	I draw attention to the 

state of affairs in the northern forests of Victoria at the 

present tines, where the use of fire for protective purposes 

has almost ceased. 	Admittedly the hazard there is not so 

high as elsewhere, end the conditions are not altogether 

comparable, but there is some resemblance, 

MR. BARBalas You now pass to you r views in consection with h the 

suppression of forest fires, particularly in regard to 
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forest orgenizetion?---It was made very clear on Saturday 

morning by Mr, Lane Poole that the detection and location of 

outbreaks of fire was a prime requisite in forest fire suppress-

ion, 	I do not propose to comment on that; it seems to be 

Perfectly obvious. 	Passing to the next phase of the business 

of' suppression, one comes to the consideration of the relate. 

ionships between the success obtained in forest fire suppression 

on the one hand and tte organization of tie e forest on the 

other hand; the staff which is available in it, and the 

intensity of reading in the area, 	By "organization ", I mean 

mapping and sub-division and particularly staff. 	The f act 

that weight of man-power is necessary for suppression is 

incontrovertible. 	Similarly with forest reading, to allow 

rapidity of access of men and equipment, water, food supplies, 

and relief to all parts of the forest,That they are necessary for 

forest fire suppression is also unquestioned, 	The point I 

want to get on to is, what factors are instrumental in bringing 

about a good organization - that is to say, a well-staffed and 

' well-roaded forest? 	In considering that, I think you must 

go immediately to the fact that in forest organization there 

is a dependency upon the intensity of markets, 	In Victoria, 

w hen considering the problem of forest fire suppression, I 

think it can be shown that there is e very close liason between 

the intensity of marketing in various parts and the degree of 

success achieved in forest fire suppression, 	If you are 

looking for success is future, you must consider how far 

market development for forest products is oossible in the 

forests in various par is of the State, 	Take three sectors 

of the State as a cross-cut on this question, Take, first; 

of all, the ironbark, bbx areas north of the main Divide, in 

L3endigo and Maryborough districts, The market in those 

regions is Particularly good, It has been good for many 

years, and it is good, moreover, for all types of' produce 

from the areas, Actually I am saying that, quite definitely, 
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market for forest products in those areas is as complete as in 

any of the intensely managed European forests, 	There is 

absolutely no waste whatever. 	The result is that in so far as 

the accumulation of forest waste is concerned, the forest 

hazard is reduced to an absolute minimum. There are, throughout 

those arintigaix areas, thousands of operators werVing in the 

forests and securii g a living 	Areas are worked over regularly, 

For instance, 10 years perhaps at the most, may elapse before 

cutting operations carried out in 1920 will be resumed on the 

same area in 1930, 	The areas are under continual operation. 

There is a state of rather intense activity in these belts, 

and the forest s a.  are more carefully, more fully, and more 

intensively organized and staffed than in any other part of 

the State. 	Ia addition, in association with the utilization 

carried out in those belts, extraction was at first by bullock 

dray, 17aggon and horse-drawn vehicles. 	The contours were 

easy; tha t is to say, the country was easy to get about in, 

and those means were practicable. 	with the development in 

recent years of motor transport for fbrest work, those old 

alignments with slight expenditure have been easily convertible 

into workable motor roads over which fast traffic can pass, 

The nett result is that with a good martet as a basis, it has 

been possible - in fact, it has been necessary e to control 

that market and organize the areas for management to provide 

adequately for a staff in the forests, and, because of the 

contour of the land, roading has been a simple matter to 

provide. 	In those areas the fire problem is definitely 

solved. 	I want to be perfectly honest and say tap. t the 

solution of the problem is not wholly due to the factors I 

have been enumerating, but they have contributed very largely 

to it. 	If you consult the records of those districts, 

it will be found that -there were, bad fires there in 1911 

and 1915, and worse ones near the beginning of the new 

century. 	It is obvious that there was a fire problem. 

but it has now been definitely solved. 	I suggest 
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that the solution i  is closely associated wi th marketing 

condit ions. 

THE commissioNER: Do you suggest that persons working in the forests 

for a living will protect them?..--Very definitely they are 

interested, but that is hardly the point I am trying to make, 

Can that inference be drawn from what you have said?---Definitely. 

l'eople who are making part of their living from the forests 

will be more kindly inclined on the question of preserving 

the fbrests. 

Do you think it would be worth while to encourage that kind of habitation 

of the forests in grazing areas as a check on the grazier? 

Could you encourage people other than graziers to go into the 

grazing areas to earn their living there?---The people I am 

speaking of are not living in the forest 

They are there a great deal?---Frequently for long periods* 

ViJould they be a check on people who are disposed to set fire to the 

forest for their own purposes?--..To a degree they would act 

in a policing capacity. 	If the market permitted the intro- 

duction of that class of operator into the grazing country, 

I should say, l 'ies", in answer to that question, but there are 

d,finite obstacles. 	In the ash areas, that is to say the 

Upper Yarra, Wiagaroon, Erica, and kleerim the market is 

practically limited to one form of forest produce, y trees 

for sawmilling. 	Other than to a minor extent, the utilizat- 

ion of heads of trees unsuitable for milling, and culled 

trees unsuitable fbr milling, does not obtain, 	So that  

those areas there is definitely a very big residue of forest 

waste, and milling, operations in any particular area are 

carried out and completed in a relatively short period, say 

20 years. 	During that 20-year period, the utilization 

activity in the area is intense, 	For the next 60 or 70 

years, while the new crop is growing, on the utilization 

basis 'obi cie holds today, there is practically no activity, 

and the only job to he done is protection. 	The net result 

is that if you want a big staff in your areas, you have to 
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maintain them during the period .Ihen the new crop is growingi 

and they must be ma intained solely for the purpose of protect- 

ion, 	There is practically no utilization to occupy their 

attention.. 	Comparing these areas with the northern areas, we 

ha ve a very different position in regard to roading. Jntil 

four or five years ago, all extraction, both log and sawn 

timber, was done by tram, 	4tlhile the trams were running they 

kept the areas open, but on completion of milling activities, 

the trams were taken out and the tracks were kept open usually am 

only as foot or bridle tracks, 	The problem of converting 

those tracks if they are on the right alignment, which frequent-

ly they are not, into roads for protection purposes, is an 

exceedingly costly business. 	On the completion of utilization 

in the ash country, we have an area in whieh no utilization 

will take place until the next crop is marketable as milling 

timber and in which the extraction of the crop did not 

provide roading access for modern transport, 	In such a forest 

at such a time there are Iv activities to giire an incentive 

additional to the need for fire protection, 	The solution 

of the problem in these neansbielbourne areas is definitely 

to my mind, despite special budgeting that may be undertaken 

for roading and protection purposes, to be found in the 

development of markets for other than milling timber. 	A 

couple of years a paper company corimenced building works to 

operate in the eleerin.Ericam.Latrobe Valley country. 	The 

annual intake of that company trom the forests in wood volume 

will be about ill half the total output of sound timber, 

Multiplication of manufacturing concerns of t hat type will 

go a long way to solve the secondary utilization problem, 

THE C0101Ia3IONER: '; '::'bat do pea mean when you say that the intake is 

half the output of sound timber? Do yw mean the output of 

sound timbeb from all the mills in the area?--Yes, This 
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one company will havc, a7 intake in wood volume as great as 

the output of half the mills in the whole area. 

How many mills are there?--.13etween 40 and 50, 	That is a guess but 

it is somewhere near right, 

Does the paper company take all and sundry in the way of treos?---It 

takes what we permit it to take. 

Not mill ing timber?--Willing timber is specifically excluded. 

It takes the other?...--Yes, 	For milling an almost faultless log is 

required. 

The paper company is one of your forestry agents?---Definitely. 

Moreover the operations of a concern of that kind are 

generally operations by a series of contractors, 	They in 

turn may sub-contract to small men and the necessity for 

roads through the area to permit the small men to operate 

beco,res more and more necessary. 	It is a very definite 

incentive to roading and closer organization, 

Is there any temptation for any people engaged in the operation to use 

fire indiscriminately or carelessly?---No temptation whatever * 

 I should say. 

Is there any question of them getting into the thick country by means afrigxx 

of 

(GONTIIIIPD ON PAGE 2466.) 
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THE 	: There is a possibility of that sort of thing, but the men 

who are making their living in the bush and are liable to 

instant explusion if found guilty of t ha t kind of thing, 

would be careful, 

MR, BARBER: I take it that these small contractors would have sawn 

wood stacked at various places in the bush?---that is se. 

It would be definitely against their interests to have 9 fire go through 

where their stacked wood might be?---Yes. 	The point I am 

making is that the greatest measure may be expected to follow 

the development ofthis market for the secondary products, 

In the fire protection peoblem the development of markets is a 

WAIL* solution. I hope I have made that clear, 

THE COMEISSI ME: Yes, 	It a 11 rests on 901115 th tng beyond the Forest s 

Commission?..-.Exactly so far es the market development is 

concerned, 

If markets are not available yo will not get people to work in the 

forests?---There is a difficulty in forests of that type where 

work proceeds fbr a short period, 

e may go as far as to discussing tarrifs as a means of preventing bush 

fires, but we might not. 	It soulds a long cry but it is not as 

remote as sore of the other pet theories that have been 

advanced?—.1,eaving those areas and passing to the moantain 

sectors, I wish to say that the eastern ranges are from the 

fire protection standpoint, probably the most difficult 

problem of the lot. 	The areas have not been tapped for 

timber. 	It is probable that very large sections will never 

be because of the low standard of the timber growth. 	They 

are exceedingly rugged and the intensity of organisation with- 

in them is definitely low, 	Roading is practically absent, 

and it is a little difficult to say how it would be developed, 

and le for what purpose. 	All of t his country, from a protection 

standpoint, is definitely a problem. 	I think we all admit 

that, We have eertain suggestions to make ie regard to it, 
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asd certain ,points to bring foreard. 

BARBER: Are they large protected forest areas?—.Almost exclusively 

protected farests, 	In the first place the dedication of 

very large areas of this country of protected forest is con- 

sidered to have some merit. 	The protection forest is a type 

which has not been declared as such and dedicated as such in 

Australia, 	In other parts of the world this type is recog- 

nised as very necessary in the maintenance of natural condit- 

ions in a community. 	In such forests the conservation of' the 

natural conditions is the prime object of the management, and 

the utilization of the area, whether for timber or grazing 

purposes, must be a secondary objective s  and must be permissible 

only to the extent that it does not interfere with the primary 

objective of protection. 	It has been suggested 	and I am 

agreeing with it d  t at there is very grave necessity for the 

creation of protection forests aver a considerable proportion 

of our highland, which should be managed with the objectives 

in the order as I have named them. 	As regards the management 

of these areas, the purpose is protection, 	The chief harm 

that can come to them is fire or derivatives of fire. 	It 

seems essential, therefore, -:;hat their control must be in the 

hands of a fire authority. 	I know that there has been 

argument over that point, but I cannot see that any other body 

than that responsible for protection should be the fire 

authority. 

. UOLVANS: You mean the body responsible for fire protection?---I 

thought I made that clear. 

I thought there mi t be some confusion between responsibility for the 

soil?---I mean the chief danger from a. protection standpoint 

is fire, and there fore it leads to the fire authority. 	In 

this land in Victoria at the present time the main activity 

is grazing. 	I support the view put forward by the Chairman 

of t he Commission that control of grazing by the fire authority 

is necessary. 	In support of t hat I suggest that if the 
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grazier, being responsible, directly to the authority respon-

sibel for fire control, would have the matter brought more 

clearly under his notice and it would be a live matter with 

him. Moreover, the necessity for policing the graziers is 

an additional warranty for the control being exercised by the 

fire authority in those grazing areas. 	Actually t he organ- 

ization for those high lands for grazing in conjunction with 

fire control should not be a very difficult matter. Grazing 

in this country is a summer operation s  and from the graziers' 

standpoint dangerous summer fires are fatale 	It would appear 

that lit ale difficulty would be experienced in organizing 

the graziers to follow certain lines of fire protection, 

That would be helped particularly by a classification of the 

high lands, having in view their protection where grazing, should 

be permissible wi th s  or without burning, or whether it should 

be excluded from certain areas altogether. 	There are in 

these sectors certain timbers such as woolly-butt„ which are 

mostly of considerable economic worth. 	In due tine, the 

extension of the utilization of t his timber will follow s 

 provided the protection point of view is examined, and then the 

neoessary roading and policing of t hese areas will also serve 

as an added measure fbr the protection of the high lands, 

The intensity of the management in these areas will be a long 

drawn-out process before it is achieved, and while I have made 

what suggestions I can s  I cannot su z.. .est any means by which 

there will be hope for the solution of the problem; it can 

only be by tightening up the control that exists at present, 

MR. BARBER: I understand that tie Commission has appointed a special 

marinating officer?.---That is so, 

'that a s two or three years ago?---I should say it was two years ago 

since the nen was specially appointed, althouit he had been 

functioning in that capacity before, 

Liii COMMIS6I0IIER: V'hat are As duties?-.-.Sales development. 
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What is sales development?---He was active in an endeavour to obtain 

overseas sleeper contracts to sell timber direct from lands 

adjacent to those of etnich I have been speaking. 	If those 

con.etracts were obtained it would contribute to a further degree 

of utilization, the lack of which I have been deploring. 

M. BARBER: The office was created in order to get over the marketing 

problem?---In the iron-bark areas of the north we have complete 

markets. In t he ash country • the ash preper we are hopeful 

the tt he development of the pulp industry in Victoria .0 as I 

have said one concern is operating .0 will be a contributing 

factor in intensifying the utilization in the ash country. 

In the stringy•bark country where it is remote from Melbourne, 

we have no secondry markets other than those for sawmilling 

timber. 	'the development of the sleeper business was particule 

any directed towards getting markets in these areas 

I understand that in conjunction with the CeS.I.R. special research has 

been carried out to try to find further uses fort hat timber?---- 

That is so. 

In the depths of my ignorance I gave some evidence from the Bar table to 

that e fleet that most of the forest areas wren protection 

forests. 	I understand that I was not rig ht. 	Is t here any of 

the protected forests, as distinct from the reserve forests now 

functioning, that is used purely as orotection forests?---Is 

any protected forest functioning as a protection forest, yes. 

The question is as to the oroportion?---I have to guess here, but I should 

say that the percentage would be exceedingly high. 

THE: COMMIS .ION1R: Would the percentage be nearly ICU?---I don't like 

guessing, but the percentage is high. 

The argument was 93 to the evidence, but t he evidence supports Mr. Barber 

surprisingly fully. 

MR. BARBIE : It is a matter of surprise. 	I was doubtful about my facts 

after I had stated them. 	I ow do you view the comparative 

failure of the organization for fire protection in January of 
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this year in the mountal areas. 

THE COMMISeI0111R: The witness may sug,,. ,,est that the organization had not 

failed?--I am not going to suggest that *  

MR. 13ARBLII: That ';_s that the organization failed in fact to stop the 

conflagration?--I have definite views. 	I am not going to 

argue the point about success or failure. 

ill you give us yo r views?--It is necessary to go back a littA.e way 

once aga in, 	The come ncement of works for forest ,protection 

against fires in the mountain regions to which you are partic-

ularly referring, dates from somewhere about 1926 *  While the 

suppression of fires was attempted in the nearer mountain regions 

prior to that year there was very little in the way of pro-

tection works. 	In 1926 a connencement wee made to elaborate 

and develope a scheae of protection works to adequately serve 

in the protection of thet very large belt. 	The belt is 

exceedingly large and it is exceedingly rugged, and it is 

practically impenetrable. 	The building of a fire protection 

organization insofar as works are concerned was, and still is, 

an exceedingly long job. 	It is not a thing that you can do 

in a year or ten years. 	The first thing we had to do was to 

get some sort of tracks to enable us :) get into the belt. 

Having got foot-tracks in, we bad to get a horse-track, and 

the next aim was to get in a track for wheeled vehicles. 	From 

192.6 to 1939 we were able to elaborate a certain organization. 

I believe that organization to be fundamentally sound, but it 

cracked in January because it was not anywhere complete, and 

it may not be complete at the rate we nave been moving - the 

best rate we could move - for another 20 years. 

THE COMMIS.SIONE 	Why?---Because of the tremendous amount of work to 

be done. 

Did you go back to the question of money? 	If you had sufficient money 

could you have ve done the work?---If you consider the roading 

problem of the agricultural and pastoral lands and the length 
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of time and the Eenount of work and money done there, ebet 

roading proposition is as child's play as comparSd with the 

roa ding of these forest areas , 

`THEGf3l 6.IS4IONlai: Your answer is yes?--- 1'o. 

What is your answer? 	I asked you whether it WEB a question of money, 

or the lack of money?---I beg your pardon, 	In part yes, En d 

in part the lack of tiee and the amount of money and material 

available. 	The matter of roading is not a thing you can 

start today and put in a hundred of miles of road this year, 

Thereis a great deal of preparatory work to be done, 	The 

point I made was that when we got the fires this year our 

organization - while I believed it was soundly conceived - was 

not completed, 	There is this additional point, 	In this 

year from the standpoint of forest fires we got a set of 

conditions which none of us had exper fenced hitherto, 	That 

applies not only to Victoria, 	In listening to Mr. Lane-Poole 

I gathfr ed that they had struck something in Canberra which 

was in excess GPI' any condition experienced previously, 	An 

officer of the „'astern AustralienDeoartrent was extremely 

interested to get the meteorolegical details relevant to the 

recent fires, to enable him to compare them with the worst 

experiences they have had in that state, to see whether their 

organization was being built strongly enough, or whether it 

might also crack, 

MR. I3A1tBER: Have you anything to say about the suggestion given in evidence 

that t 	Commis eion has not carried out fire protection works 

to the same degree in protection forests as it had in reserve 

forests?.--May I bon e the map held up? A few moments ago 

I mate the point that the protectiorwomks in the mountain 

areas had been commenced about 1926. 	Those works naturally 

were cotanetaced in the areas where there was the greatest 

activity - where the markets were best and where the timber 

was most valuable, 	The central market in Victoria - 

Melbourne - was kept in view, and we naturally dealt with the 
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areas nearest to Melbourne. 	It so happens that the great 
timber 

bulk of the inner /country  - Lippe;  Yarra, Dand enong and the 

nrica di stricts - was composed of dedicated State forests. 

For a ,per iod the early works were concentrated on those areas, 

and I think that was natural *  A commencement WM made there, 

In connection with the idea that the Commission has not exten-

ded works to Crown lands, I don't think that the thing has been 

put in its right light, 	The Wood's Point district is almost 

entirely Crown. lands area, and it was brought under forests 

control about three years ago. 	I think that Mr *  Torbett 

submitted a fire protection for Wood's Point which was prepared 

in the early part of last year, and it definitely makes proposals 

for works on Crown lands for protection purposes, 	In the 

same way the Erica plan for protection works, which was drawn 

up last year, is an extension of a plan made son years Prev-

iously to include Crown lands between Walhalla and E t. Useful, 

near the valley of the Aberfeldy River. 	The plan was extended 

to include areas to which Mr. Gowans made reference. 

THE CallaSSIONER: Are these in areas in which the Commission had doubts 

as to its rights to institute protective measures?—They are 

protected ibrests, 

Ya. BAH.Bili.: Do you desire to say anything about the disposal of tops?----

I understand that there has been some comment on the fact t hat 

in certain areas which were given a thinning and Is cleaning a 

proportion of the tops were let lie. 	Is that so? 

Yes?---In connection with cleaning and thinning operations in the ash 

forests, that is the only portion of the state in which 

any tops were left following cleaning or thinning operations, 

The greatest proportion of tops were heaped and burned * 

 In every case that was done for a distance adjacent to 

trameays, fire lines and roads, 	In so far es the inner 

portions of the as eas concerned, the tops were left lying 

on the ground, and I suggest that there is a greater 
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hazard in an area in its natural state than there is in one 

in this condition, 	I believe that with the areas cleaned 

and the tops spread on the floor there is less risk of ver y 

fierce fires under the conditions such as we had in Januar7 

last, 	In the one case, yol have inflammable material from 

ground to crowns which, under conditions of low humidity, 

present all the requisites for an inferno, 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 2473 • ) 
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WITNESS (Continued): On the Wednesday of the week in which the fires 

were bad, I saw a fire burning in tops, and it was by no means 

a fierce fire, nor was it a dangerous one* 

MR. BARBER: When you say you saw a fire burning in tops, you mean the tops 

or beads on the ground?--That is right. 	I did not mean 

a crown fire *  

This morning, NU'. Lakeland said something about land utilization, and 

Mr. Gowans asked him whether the Commission had done anything 

in connection with the exchange of land under the power in 

the Forests Act; have you al yth ing to say about  that ?---Do 

you mean the exchange provisions of the Act particularly? 

Where are provisions in the Act enabling you to exchange one site of 

land fbr another, with the Lands Department, at any rate?-- 

That condition areelies for a limited time. 	It has been 

renewed on two or three occasions, I believe, and Schedules of 

'Exchange are continually going tbrougP - small adjustments 

as between land for forest purposes and land for settlement 

purposes. 	On a broader scale, there was one particular case 

where t matte r was attempted from the Forests Commission's 

standpoint in a much bigger way, in the Heywood district. 

think that wee early last year, or perhaps late in the previous 

year. 	A complete report we s submitted by t he local officer, 

through his inspector, for a complete reclassification of the 

land in that area, as between forestry a nd other purooses. 

Are you familiar with the working plans for the Grampians and the 

Wartook area?- -Yes. 

Do those pains set out the Commiss ion Is policy for those areas as being 

primarily efficiency of catchment area for water supply?---- 

In b6th cases. 

They are two separate cases?--Yes, the nartook plan is drawn separately 

from the Grampians plan e  

That is the primary object in each case?---In each case. 

01. HARDY: When Mr. Lane-Poole was speaking of the early history of 
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forests, he ceentioned one method was the examination of the 

head and the finding of charcoal there, which indicated t hat, 

in pre-white man days, the forests were still subject to the 

influences of man, as I think, he out it, 	It was suggested 

that th e aborigines fired the forests at times. 	I do not 

think i'ar, Lane-Poole ■Ita de it clear that the presence of 

charcoal in the peat beds did necessarily :mean there was 

influence of man, because, if we were to suppose that lightning 

set fire to the forest, the charcoal found in the peat bed 

might have been the result of meteorological fires. Would 

you accept that view?--I should say it is a possibility, 

The origin of e he fires in the forest at th it stage is subject to doubt, 

at any rate. 	It is so long ago since the peat was formed, 

that, although the aboriginies might have been here, I think 

fire by lightning might hate been a cause, 	That has been 

referred to in cases other the n this, other parts of the  

world, although it seems to be a negligible cause here?---I 

admit lig)tning is a cause of fire, 

It may have been the cause of the charcoal in the peat. 	In cleaning a 

forest, would you remove dead or moribund trees because of 

their being a source of danger to forest workers, when the 

newer crop comes to up, and because they were forming a 

breeding ground fbr insect pest s?--That is in thinning 

operationsItesia .0 quite, 

Or should they be left, as some authorities say they liould be, to moulder 

into the ground and, perhaps, make a seed bed for future 

crops, as they have done in the distant past?--I am afraid 

If do not appreciate your -point, 

One policy is "Hands off, do not touch anything"; the ers other policy is 

"Weed out the dead or moribund tree s"?- Forestry ?practice 

aims at stimulating or speeding up to obtain from the area the 

maximum output in the shortest 'Lime. 	Under the condit ions 

of tenure, it necessarily will follow; 1,qhereas, if you 

maintain your primeval forests, your retained period will be 
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considerably prolonged. 

Leaving the old trees and the dying trees for the primitive areas, and 

wee ding them out of the commercial plots?--That is the 

current practice s 

Is another reason for tkixx removing the old trees that the bestseed for 

future crops is not obtained from over-mature trees?--As far as 

seed goes, it is generally understood chat a tree in the prime 

of life gives the best seed. 

The retention of old trees in not an advantage with lege rd to seedlings?--- 

I hay e seen some good crops from old trees. 

On the question of lighting fires through the forests, you hay e mentioned 

the scarring of t he saplings and other trees by actual contact 

with the fire, the woultds healing over, and leaving no trace 

later on. 	Would yeti go further end say that the young saplings 

may be injured by the raising of the temperature of the cambium, 

without leaving signs?e--Definitely , 

One not knowing sufficient about it might go through a forest and say 

This one has escaped injury, everything is all right", while 

internally the tree ,nay  be injured without showing external 

signs?--Quite. 

MR. GOWAN'S: With respect to some o the questions asked by Mr. Hardy, 

did I understand you to say to him thet it w 	the practice to 

remove dead trees from the forest?---In the course of thinning 

operations? 

Yes?---In the development of a stand, suppressed stuff dies. 

'That is the smaller stuff you u take out a t about  The ring-barked 

trees we saw so much of in some of your forests e trees that 

were ,.- eliberately ring-barked because they were over-matured 

or diseased; they are not removed, are they?---liot at all. 

Valet effect do they have in the way of fires?---It is very difficult to 

say. 

You know the practice with regard to them in America; they are taken 

out?---They aze taken out? 
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Yes?---Actuall::, quite a lot of money is spent by our people adjaccret 

to roads a rd fire breaks, for distances varying from two bhains 

to four chains, infelling old trees of t hat nature to increase 

the 	-proof condition. 

The practice is actually carried out in other places than on fire breaks. 

Go to any plaea where there is any kind of intensive work 

being c arrie d out by the Forests Cornea ssion, and you will find 

the older trees, or the diseased trees, ringbarked and allowed 

to stay there?---There is &n operation which we term the 

liberation operation; ringbarking is part and parcel of such 

an operation, and it may be carried out in one, two, three or 

four series *  

Dealing with what is called thinning, we were told by Mr, nosy at Erica 

tha t a fire had started in an area where these thinxxings bad 

been laid down on the ground. 	He said such a fire was a 

difficult one to stop once it got into there, that it did 

definitely affect the intensity of ti e fire; do you disagree 

with that?---I agree with the fact that a fire in tops is a 

bard fire to suppress, but I disagree with his statement in 

regard to intensity. 	The point I made is, ill so far as 

comparative intensities go, under bad conditions you get a far 

worse fire in an area •iinere there no tops on the ground than. 

you do where t hey are lying paeked down. 

tae were told by tie Chairmen of the Cc:emission, in spite of what e?. 

Elsey said, that the fire menace is, in fact, reduced by extra 

precautions that were taken around areas Which were being 

thinned. 	Is that the general practice? ,--I have made reference 

to the matter of heaping and burning tops around tine periphery 

of such areas, 	The practice Ill suame seasons following t hat 

is to definitely strengthen patrols in those centres. 

Is there any clearing of breaks around t he edge which has to he thinned?--- .‘ 

The break is actually build around the periphery. 	The crowns 

of t he trees a re left, and are heaped and burnt. 
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Are yul in a position to say whether that is the invariable practice?---- 

The surrounding, do yea mean? 

Q,...Yes?•In every case where I made an inspection that had been carried c 

out, 

You told His Honour, appropos od a question I had ee n asking Tvir, Lake-

land, that the practice of exchaneing lands, as between the 

Forests Commission and the Lands Department, had been carried 

out from time to tiro. Do you know what is the present posit 

ion with regard to the lists which are drawn up by each Dem rtmenti 

Do you know whether l in fact, there are 32,000 acres of Crown lands 

listed by the Lands Department for exchange, and 850 acres 

listed by the Forests Commission?--I am not in a position to 

either deny or verify that. 

Are yo in a position to say whether it would amount to about those 

figures?--I have not the sliitest idea. 

In answer to His Honour, you were prepared to assent to the idea that 

possibly one of the important rectors in the comparative failure 

to deal with This fire menace this year was the absence of 

money, and the slow development of the policy of fire protection 

was a consequence. 	I suppose you would be prepared to put the 

causes on a very much broader basis than thatv would you not?---- 

I do not understand that. 

May I suggest to you that in general there are much broader causes than 

the mere absence of money in the difficulty about developing 

the fire protection in a short time. 	Would you assent to this, 

that one such cause west he fact that there was no State fire 

protection scheme, a fire rprotection scheme applicable to the 

whole of the State menaced by fire? 
e'LL GOMMISSIONER: 

That part of the State under the dominion of t he Forests Commission? 

MR. 001A-eiS: No, I am putting it wider than that 	One cause is that 

there was no fire protection scheme developed for the whole 

of the State?—I am afraid I shall have to ask you to come 

closer than that before I can answer. 	I think I can see 

where you are making for, but I do not want to cgree with 
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something WO 	 •••••• 

IRE CO :MISSIOICER: Just answer the question you are asked, do not mind 

what Mr. (Iowans is making for. 	Cannot you answer a question? 

This witness seems to be trying to be clever, saying that he 

can see what is being approached, when probably he cannot. 

Perhaps you will assist, Mr. Barber, by asking the witness to 

answer the question put to him. 

AR. BARBER: Vith great respect, I suggest that the witness- 

TFi CONe4:166I0tatR: I do not want your opinion; you can either ask the 

witness or not. 	These witnesses come in here and 'propose to 

take charge of t he proceedings. 	It ha s been shot through 

his whole evidence; the whole thing is evident. 

MR. BARBER: I beg Your Honour's pardon? 

THE.' COKLUSSIOI&R: This witness has come in here so full of his self-

esteem that he is trying to take charge of the whole proceedings: 

that. is clear, is it not? 

MR. BARBhi : I do not agree with that *  

THE COMMISSIONER: We will not argue about it, 

MR. GOVVANS: (To witness ): Perhaps I have not made myself clear in my 

question* What I was suggesting was this, that one of t e 

very broad causes of the comparative failure to deal with the 

fir,: menace thi s year was to e absence of a schalle developed for th 

whole of the State which might be menaced by fire?---That applies 

to rural lands and everything else? 

The whole thing altogether: there was no co-ordinated scheme of fire 

protection?---Yes, I think that mieit be so, 

Coming a little nearer, there was no State fire control authority?--- 

Yea, I think I can agree with that, 

Will you agree with this, that a further contributing cause was, that, 

although we had a forest authroity in nano, in fact there was 

no real authority, whether it was because tionras of lack of 

power, or whether it was because of policy that it had not 

been directed that way, or for any Other reason - in fact, 

we had no real forest authroity operating in Victoria, 

A forest authority is distinct from a mere timber authority, 

or any narrower definition?----I think we had a forest 
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authority operating, definitely. 	I might perhaps agree ,Ifito you 

that, in so far as that fire authority's responsibility in 

connection with fire was concerned„ it was not in a position 

to make it fully operative, or intensively operative over the 

who 	State, 

Teat leads to the next position I shall put, 	In the past, the fire 

protection policy of the Forests ()mini ss ion has not loomed as 

large in the general scheme of things as it should have done, 

that it has not fully realised the import of the proposition which 

you and irk two or three witnesses previously have put, that 

fire protection shet ld be in the very ehrefront of forest policy, 

Do you think there is any merit in that suggestion, that in the 

past the fire protection policy has not loomed as large 83 it 

should have in the policy of t) e Forests Conenission.?---I do 

hot think I can agree with that *  

It may be suggested that, whatever may have been the policy of the 

Forests (emission from the poiget of view of forests protection, 

that policy was left to be carried out, as it had to be, by 

District Officers and Field Officers throughout the State who 

were inclined, according to the evidence t hat has been given, 

tomput royalties before made aud other fire protection measures. 

Do you think it is _possible, from your study of the position, 

that that may he the way in which the thing has broken down to 

some extent, 	igo matter what the fire peptection policy of the 

Commission may have been, when it came to implementing it to 

the Ma, somehow it has failed, that, in sephasising the 

silvicultural policy, it has suffered against the fire protect-

ion policy?---34o, I do not think so. 

Taking your evidence„ I hag e formulated six propositions which seem to 

me to be not necessarily a sunleary of your evidence, but 

necessary corollaries to it. 	I serer want you to consider them, 

amplify them, or deny them, as you see fit, 	Firstly, it 

seen to me that there should be ao lighting of fires 
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in timber areas, what we now call forest reserves, at arly time 

except by or with the authority of the Forests Commission?----

yes, 

Secondly, in prei_va to lands, th e policy shouid be to encourage the light.. 

ing of fires, from the point of view of economic necessity, 

except at th e black-out period ?-- -In other words, that private 

owners should be encouraged to make the greatest use they can 

of fires during permissible ;riods? 

Except in what we call the black-out period?---Yes, I  agree with that. 

Thirdly, looking at it from the point of view of machine:LT by which your 

suggest ion can be put into operation, in t he less valuable 

timbered areas there deould be a more liberal burning policy 

adopted by the barest authority and carried out, except during, 

the black-opt period?---Yes, as an extensive means of protection 

in those areas, I think increased burning is necessary, 

As an aid to that policy of conversien which you spoke of - conversion 

from purely timbered areas into agriculturrl or pastoral areas?--- 

That fires should be used? 

There should be a more liberal policy with regard to fires, 	I do not 

say necessarily it bould be encouraged, as it would be in 

private areas, but there should be a more liberal policy than 

there has been in the past with regard to the use of fire?----

What areas are you suggesting, if they are not 'private areas, 

that are being converted to grazing land? 

I said less valuable areas, not private arees on the one hand, an3 not 

timbered areas on the other, whore timber is the first consider-

ation, as in reserved forests; but in the areas in between, 

Is do you think there should be a more liberal policy with regard 

to the use of fire in those areas, with a view to bringing about 

the ultimate conversion of those lands into agricultural or 

Pastoral areas?---Prior to their occupation for that purpose: 

Yea?- kit), I disagree wit h t hat . 

What is the basis fcr you r di sagreement?--Because, a t the present time, 
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until the purposes for which the land is to be ultimately 

utilized is determined, it is rather difficult to say whether 

it is going to remain as timber land or whether it is going to 

become past*val or agricultural land. 

As an aid to that determination, should you not set up some sort of 

inventory of all state lands at this stage and decide what you 

should do with it, instead of leaving it there with less valuable 

timber on it, and Jorming a fire menace. 	Should not something 

be done at present to determine *at your policy will be, 

whether you will make it a timberarea or whether you will convert 

it into agricultural or pastoral land?---I agree that such a 

classification within the State to determine the eureose for 

which the land is to be utilized is very necessary. 

Is it not necessary at this stage to decide what yea are going to do with 

those areas where at (r esent there is less valuable timber, or 

are you simply going to leave them as they ore?-...-If it could be 

decided, and if they could be so utilized, it should be done Mow, 

When it is decided that those areas a re best suited for conversion into 

agricultural or pastoral lands, is it not desirable that there 

should be a liberal policy of burning in order to clear them 

off?---If that position is d,temined, yes, 

The next proposition is t hat during the black-out period there should be 

a strong compliance with the law everywhere, whether timbered 

areas, private lands, or fames in between?--.I agree with that. 

The next proposition is that the determination of the black-out period 

should d_pend on local considerations, and should not apply 

generally to the whole State?---I sgree vrith •tat, 

Assuming that is el e general trent of your suggestions, what are we 

going to do with some of e existing legislation? 	For 
instance, your suggestion is that we should endeavour to do 
away as far as possible, with the concept of illegal 
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burning, where in fact the practice is entirely different, say, 

in private areas, 	Section 20 ofalahe Police Offences Act, if 

applied strictly, would stop the lighting of fires anywhere, all 

the year round, 	Have you any suggestion to make on how that 

piece of legislation could fir into the &ahem° of t hings yl that 

you hav e been suggesting?--Oniay to say that if it conflicts 

with the scheme as adopted, amendment of the legislation will be 

necessary, 

Vie may have to work that out for ourselves. 	In this classifies:61on 

between timbered areas a -id private property - rural lands, as 

you call them - where a re you goiag to pleee the high plains 

country?---1. should lace that in the category of protection, 

forests. 

Would they become forest a•OSS that would be subject to exactly the same 

regulation as reserved forest areas?.-Yes, except that the 

primary obtective of Iran is self protection. 

Vben you must have some kind of modification of your policy with regard 

to reserved forests, because, in reserved forests, nobody Mtn 

is going to light a fire unless it be he fcr est authority or 

the fire authority?--Yes, 

On the high plain areas, you must give a certain amount of power to the 

people who are using those areas as grazing areas to light fires, 

must you not?.--Either that, or co-operate with them to do it. 

(COATIJAUED ON PAGE 2483.) 
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How are we to co-operate; that is to say, what is the machinery by which 

that will be done?---I think it will need eddied policing of the 

grazing of those lands. 

By a forest authority?---Yes, a3 the authority controlling those lands, 

That would mean employment of a great many more men than there are at 

present in those areas?---It would certainly mean a good namy 

additional men, 

Do you know whether there are many men in the High Plains area`?---`Without 

going into the records, I s hould not care to make a statement 

regarding the number, 

If you are going to take control of grazing there, would that not mean that 

there would be breught into existence a force that was not 

:previously existing?---There is one man of whom I know, but he 

is not on the Bogong 	Plains, but on similar country down 

towards hit ii0Witt 

What is the altitude above which the area become high palins?---I have 

not any altitude in mind. 	It is a topographical and physio- 

graphical matter, 

Ili W ITI4ESn eitetinfinn, , 
1gg ■WOOMOO MOM UW0011, Womme 

MR. BARBER: Your Honour, I do not desire to call any other witnesses. 

MR. (IOWANS: But there are two I desire to call. 

LEON MacIrITOSH ELLIS,  Sworn and iiegamined: 

MR. GOWAivS: You are a consulting and operating forester carrying on a 

_practice in nelbourne?--- Yea. 

You are also a Bachelor of Science of Forestry in the University of 

Toronto, Canada?--Yes, 

'Would you tell us something of your experience in forestry?- -ny experience 

covers about 30 years a nd I have been all.over Canada, in parts 

of the United States, and in France, Scotland, New Zealand and 

Australia. 

You were at one time forest adviser to the New Zealand Government and 

director of the New Zealand State Forest Service?---Yes, for 

about 10 years, 
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	You are at -eresent forest advisor and works manager for the Austral 

ian Paper Manufacturers Ltd.?--Yes. 

For four sears you have been intensively operating in the central mountain 

ash fonests, making forest surveys and organizing other work?---- 

ye a • 

Yea nave been through all the burntkoout areas since tle fire this year?..--- 

Yes. 

I want !.ou to tell us something of your views as to the effect of fire on 

tit forest in general - in the light of some of to evidence 

you have heard?---The effect of fire in the ash country in which 

I am -particularly intenested was to destroy or kill the stands. 

It is an agency for regeneration. 	In other words, the ash 

habitat can be considered as a fire climax. 	It has secured 

regeneration, through the agency of fire. 	In fact, I know of 

no young stand of ash that has not been the result of previous 

destruction by fire, 	It has been evident that fire has been 

used in the way suggested long before the white man came to 

Australia. 

I think there was scare suggestion by Dr. Patton that there were some trees 

3000 years old, and that that indicated that fire had not been 

through the area?---I do not agree with that under any consider ,. 

ation. 	In fact a tree 3000 years of age is a very rare thing 

in nature., 	You could find it in the iaauri forest of ifdew 

Zealand. 	The life span of ash is about 300 years, 	That is 

indicated by the environment, by the type of growth of the tree, 

and by its physical condition. 

It comes to maturity in about 80 years?--I should say that it comes to 

physical maturity in about 100 to 125 years. 

At wta t stage is it millable?•--At about 4U or 50 years. 

That would mean that if we had a cycle off millability of about 40 or 

50 years, and a cycle of conflagration of fires in a period 

somewhat less than that 	and you could not prevent conflagrat. 

ion of fires - you might as well give up the job of growing 
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job of growing timber?---I think that you can eliminate - a 

conflagration of fires. Vie have had only one record of a 

conflagration of any size, and that was in 1851. 	I am satisfied 

that ash is the fastest growing tree in the world. From my 

v.xperience it is a tree worth looking after, 	You can work it 

on a rotation of about 90 years. 

I want to take yel to one other aspect of t he use of fire, and that is 

its use in connection with milling operations and the disposal 

of what Americans call slash?---In young countries stab as 

Australia, North America and New reealand, where the forests are 

wild - not man-created and managed - it is not economical to 

use intensive methods of f ores t regeneration. 	Those may come 

in 50 year is time, 	:broadcast burning "under oentrol" of the 

logged over areas in the ash country is the best and most 

economic means of getting rid of the debris. 

I understand t hat la America stack burning is used as di stinct from 

broadcast burning?---That is used t o a very limited extent, 

It is not the practice in north America to stack and burn. 

Under the conditions 'prevailing in the mountain ash regions, the 

cost of stack burning is easily £25 per acre. 	tinder the best 

of conditions controlled burning under the broadcast system 

could not be more than £3 per acre. 

Have you considered whether a requirement that millers should stack burn 

would make milling unprofitable, or more or less profitable ?- 

I consider That any regulation tending towards stack burning in 

the ash country would make milling much less profitable. 

To such an extent that it wou1d be hardly worth while carrying on 

milling?---,es. 

It is a;rried on in Western Australia. 	have you any experience of t 

In a general way. 	Conditions in ',;e stern Australia are quite 

dissimilar to our mountain ash regions. 

V2nat about the use of fire in connection with silviaultural operations 

such a s thinning --- That refers tothe young age classes 
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I do not recommend t he use of fire except along the controls and 

surrounds of the young age areas, 

Do you think that the practice of taking the thinnings when out and puttinE 

them down where they are out adds to the fire menace?---It does not 

in the long run, although it may for a year or two, In any 

forest such as an ash forest, the stuff is soon decomposed and 

becomes mulob, 	The practise here is good and in line with 

French practice. 

Meat is the usual practice in regard t o safety precaution measures at the 

time when the thinnings are freshly laid doen?--The usual prac-

tide to make the surround and intensify the patrols. 	It is 

really not a big factor in increasing our fire hazards. 

Have you seen it done by forest officers in mountain ash country in 

Vic for is?---- Yes, 

Have you seen than lay down a surround ?---Yes. 	 break, 

I suppose t hat you are not in a position to say *ether they intensified 

their patrols?---I cannot speak from personal knowledge. I 

know that the gangs working during the thinning season are very 

much larger than` & gangs elsewhere. 

Have you seen thinning operations carried out in other than ash area 

I have seen them carried out principally in silver top areas, 

mainly on the same basis. 

Do you think that they form any more of a fire menace ?--The wood is 

small and the foliage and tops soon decompose. 

Coming now to the question of the use of fire as a measure of fire pro-

tection, what are your views?--I cm definitely in favour of 

controlled burning for the purpose of lessening fire hazards and 

protecting the young age classes as well as the matured timber. 

It is a practice that is adopted in every young country, and 

has been used with success for many years. 

It is carried out in the way that has been suggested - by the selection 

of strategic positions?----Yes, that is purely a matter 
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of management, Principally the greatest hazard is in logged 

over country, 	In connection with the 1939 fire,I noticed, 

largely speaking, to t the areas where the burning and the 

damage were greatest were logged-over areas, 	That applied to 

the areas Borth of iioojee, for instance, 	That country had 

been burnt, but not under the modern Policy . 

What steps are taken in connection with intensive controlled burning to 

avoid the danger of erosion?---That is not a great factor here 

in the ash region, because the accumulated litter on the forest 

floor is so heavy that a little exposure of t ho mineral soil 

is a good thing, 	In my opinion there is no erosion in evidence 

in that particular class of country, which soon recovers, 

At all events, I presume that the area actuelly to be burnt in that way 

would not be so extensive tee to create any great danger from 

the point of view of erosion?---No, 	It varies from 100 to 

500 acres, 	It is intermeshed with the balance of t he burnt. 

over areas. 

It hfe been suggested t- hat there should be a breaking up of large forest 

areas by means of wide cleared breaks, grassed and out and 

erazed, 	'eels t are your ideas about hat?--®- I should say t hat 

that proposition had to deal with conflagration fires, and has 

not anything to do with prevention breaks, The country in the 

particular mountain ash area under coesideration has been 

settled for about 70 or 80 years, 	If that country had been 

suitable for' the pastoral industry, it would have been selected 

long ago, 	A good deal of the country in east Gippsland consists 

of sub-marginal forest land and is chiefly valuable for forest 

purposes, 	The economic unit is not .present and the settlers 

could not liVe on tht land, 	In the Otway and Streziecki ranges, 

there are about half a million acres of derelict land 

which is today abandoned, 	That is what happens when you 
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divide tlese mountain areas into five-mile breaks. 

Suppose you cleared these areas having, say, two-mile breaks, selecting 

as yon r site the tops of ridges not necessarily for settlement. 

Do youthink there is any merit in that suggestion?---I think there 

is merit in the suggestion_ of establishing fire breaks along 

the ridges, but not in the wholesale clearing of that high 

meuntain. country. 	That would not be economical and it certainly 

would not serve any useful purpose, The alternative is an 

intensive reading system to provide access to aad to make it 

possible to protect the country, 

To use an expression voioed by Americans, what about this policy of 

compartmenti ation?---I have heard in the evidence references 

to compartments of from 1000 to 7000 acres, 	Ultimately, of 

course, that is very much too large, 	In ny  pbn of forest 

Protection, rather than consider a unit of any size, it is a 

matter of segregating each watershed, and etch subsidiary water-

shed, surrounding it with breaks and dividing the areas with 

roads, 

The essence of the plan is not to cut the map up into sections, but to 

place the compartments in such a way as would harmonise with 

the topographir oft he country?---That is so. 	In other words, 

in 20, 30 or 40 years, the compartments would be 100 acres 

under an intensive managed system, 

how do ya carry out this practice of compartmentisation?---You have to 

make a topographic plan of each watershed and sub-divide that 

watershed in terms oft he type of timber, the soil, the means 

of access and the means of protection, 	The first boundary 

would be the ridges surrounding the watershed, end the internal 

boundaries would be according to the topography and the leading 

spurs. 

What determines the boundary - what, in effect, is the boundaty?---The 

break around the top of the watershed, 

Is t hat cleared, or merely a burnt break?----It is a break that 
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has exposed the mineral soil. 

Is it done very much in America?--It is the usual practice, 

To viti t width?---From 16 to 40 feet, 

T' 	is not supposed to be a protective break in itself?— 

--It is a means of access, The Americans distinguish between 

a break and a means of transportation. 

MR, GOWANS': Do you carry out your controlled burning along the edges of 

the break?--Afes. 	Just when it is required to be done, 

Tell us something about the pre-suppression measures carried out in the 

United States?---Those measures include detection. means of 

comsunication, and transportation, apart from prevention and 

education. 	The outline of that aystera has been given to the 

Royal Commission by certain previous witnesses, 	The system 

originated in North America about 1906 and has been developed 

over since, 	I can add nothing to what hai already been 

said on the subject, 

I understand that you have been good enough to furnish to the Royal 

Commission the brochure on the theory and practice of forest 

fire protection in the Un.ited 6ta t e s" 	by A. D. Folweiler, 

Associate Professor of Forestry in the Louisiania State Univers- 

ity, 1937, 	I do not submit it as an exhibit, but it is 

extremely helpful, 	Some suggestion has been made t hat North 

American forests are less inflenenible than are the forests in 

Victoria?---North American coniferous forests are more inflame. 

ible than Australian eucalypt forestse 	In the last few months, 

a fire in Northern Ontario burnt over 2,000,000 acres, caused 

the death of 20 persons and rendered homeless about 400 others, 

I understand t hat in British Comumbia about 2,410 fires* last year 

destroyed 100,000 acres of virgin timber?----Yes, it was 

most valuable timber, 	The history of fire destruction in 

,Eorth America is greater than the history of such events in 

Australia. 	The methods adopted are equally applicable to 
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Australia, 

Mullis information with regard to that is to be found in the brochure?..--- 

Yes, 

I understand that you know about the general measures taken in the direct.. 

ion of fire protection, whit you think would be of value in a Sir 

fire protection acheme t  One suggestion you make is with 

regard to a federal contribution?---Yea. 	In view of the fact 

that the central mountain forests contribute to the waters of 

the Murray and that more than one state, for instance, South 

Australia, and 	South Wales are concerned, the Commonwealth 

Government should contribute substantially to fire protection 

in Victoria, even to the extent of 50 per cent of the amount 

involved. 

That has particular application to the protection of the forests for the 

Hume catchment area, the water from which finds its way into the 

turray and is used by States other than Victoria?--..Yes, 	In 

this 'United staes, a substantial contribution is made to the 

States in similar circumstances. 

You agree with the desirability of co-ordinating land utilization 

fee. 	In my opinion there can be only one authority dealing with 

the matter of fires Mr. Kelso has already admitted that on 

page 1779 of the transcript of evidence, where be speaks about 

wild forests. 

MR. GOWANS: I shall quote the portion to Which you refer. 	It is:-- 

"The Board feels that it could no longer confine its attent- 

ion, however efficiently, to its own areas alone. 	It must 

take some concern in what is going on in the timber areas 

outside oft he board's areas and perhaps remote from them." 

T12, UITIIESS: That is a most significant remark and applies equally, 

elsewhere, to forests and contiguous areas, There can be 

only one authority in the case of an emergency. :Atli two 

authorities then:would be chaos. 

I understand that q,ueensiand has a Oo-ordinator General?- hat has 

not a specific reference to fomstry. 	The office referred to 
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is principally used ibr co-ordinating several departments, such 

as the Public Works Department, and so on, whose interests are 

more or less CO /MO T1 • 	I think that the questions of land, 

forest and water would be simplified if such a conL•rol could be 

established, Sir Herbert Gegp referred to the idea the other 

day. 	I suggest the establishment cif a Parliamentary standing 

committee to deal with forest, land and tater. 	Such a method 

was employed for several years in New 2e)aland, and I found that 

tha Committee established contact with Parliament that could not 

be obtained in any other way, 	It was a most useful body, but 

the principal has not been adopted to any extent in Australia. 

I also suggest that the Uonnonwealtn Government should contribute 

any funds required for t he establishment of a forest experimental 

station. 	All these problems of silviculture, -forest protection, 

stream floors and so on, should be in the hands of an invest4g- 

atory body which should be given a continuing interest through-

out the azeas concerned. 	That is needed definitely in Victoria. 

The forest experimental station should be mac.ned by scientific 

persons who can devote the vhole bf theft time to the problems. 

do not know how to use fire in Australia, nor do we know 

vary much about silviculture, 	Therefore we are continuing more 

or less blindly to spend money. 	There should be a properly 

organized division of the forest authority and it is a most 

important part of a forest program-re. 	It is at such a point 

th at the Commonwealth Government should make its oontribution. 

Do you also consider that we might learn something from the United 

tatea from the point of view of its intensive educational 

campaigns, carried out with the object of 7iaking people 

realize that the forests exist for their benefit?----As the 

wasult of my observations in this State and other parts of 

Australia, I am satisfied regarding the major causes of fires, 

ley view is applicable to the fire of this year, 
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It was due entirely to public apathy ar disregard of the law. 

If The Commission, as the fire authority, very much augmented its 

activities along the lines of juvenile and adult education, 

together with subsequent law enforeement, that would be a 

material factor in reducing fire danger and damage. 	I am 

satisfied tt t practically all fires in Gipesland - fires which 

get into valuable timber - come from the marginal areas and princa. 

ipally from clearing fires. 	If we can get the people con- 

corned to co-operate in a subsequent 'manner, we .would not have 

much more trouble with ash forests, 

There i s one mat ter I omitted to mention in the course of references 

to milling operations, 	You know t hat it has s been suggested 

that it would be desirable to -Wke the mills out of the forests, 

That do you think of that proposition?--I think that a sawmill 

should be at its source, 	leood is a very low grade material, 

,:ad a big problems_ in the exploitation of forests is in connect- 

ion with toansportaeion, 	If you took the mills out of the 

forest areas, it would mean hauling a great proportion of timber 

that would be usele ss , 	The proposition is unsound, 	There 

would be very few cases in which it would pay to take mills out 

of the forest, 

As a general propoeition, you are inclined to reject it?-- Yes, 	Alt 

the mill at the source„ 

Bo you think that carting logs can, in some eircuestances, be eorth while?-

---Definitely. 	The :rouble is that logs that have to be carted 

long distances are the (selected logs, 	If the mills are taken 

away from the threats, the low-grade logs will not be utilized, 

Take a man who is carting logs from Gould, near Lrica, to Melbourne, 

U would it be profitable to do that ?--The profit is marginal. 

Selected logs are brought into Melbourne stoma distance of 125 

miles, Most of them are converted into very thin boards, 

shooks, cases and that sort, of thing, and on that basis there 

is a pront o  
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TIC COMMISeIONER: What do you mean by "marginal" profit in that connect-

ion?--I mean. there is a very small profit. Those who bring 

logs into Melbourne. are persons who not only deal with sawn 

timber, but also retell another product, 	That is to say, they 

obtain part of their profit from operations subsequent to 

milling. 

Would you call them contractors?- There a re certain arrangements of 

which Mr. Clark knows; the Country lioedes Board regulations 

and so enter the picture, 

But are they contractors in name?--In essence they own logs and sell 

them to the manutacturers, 

THE COIIIMI`-'6'IONEe',.: 1,4r, Gowans wants to know what they call theeiselves?---- 

Log suppliers or log trerchants. 	It is lebme itinerant' sort 

of business. 	There is one other point to 'eabieh I wish to refer, 

f-,end that is in relation to bush fire brigades. 	If the bush 

fire brigades were linked up with the fire districts, that would 

be a smoother way of working and perhaps acid to the satisfaction 

of the community, 

You had the fire: district system in. operation in New Zealand where you 

were responsible for its introduction?---`That is so, 

eould that mean that there would be a fire district for each bush fire 

brigade?--I tried to localize the arrangement so that the 

brigades would have appropriate geographical regione 

A brigade would operate in one particular area a ,  and not outside 

In that way there would be control of a district from the point of view 

of fire fight ing and t t cent ro l woel d be in tt1 e hands of 31 e 

bush fire brigade?---Yes, 

It would not mean that the whole of the State NO eld be divided into fire 

districts, but only the most appropriate areas?--- Yes. 	It would 

be done in relation to areas contiguous to Crown forests. 

In regard to the difference between the Lands Department and 

the Forests Commission, my idea is to dedicate unalionated 

Crown land containing fieraAa, and they would be provisional 
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Suaue forests, but they should be put under the control of the 

forest authority which could withdraw from those lands from time 

to time by arrangement with the Lands Department. 

That would be about Lhe opposite to what is now happening?---In 1siew 

Zealand eye  had the assistance  of the late Sir Francis Bell, who 

by the way was a philosopher and could see the value of gibing 

the initiative to the forest authority, 	That idea worked out 

splendidly in practice, 	The was no confusion, nor was there 

any division of responsibility, 	The system adopted worked out, 

from the angle of fire administration, in a fine way, 

M 	 : It would make the people who wante,i the land for other than 

forest purposes do the "grabbing", and take the land from the 

forest authority, 	There would be something psychological in that 

arrangement, 

THE COMP' -.Lelia (TO 1.17.NESS): Is there anything further= you she wish to 

volunteer by way of information.?---I have cleal4 with the ideal 

of t he forest experimental station. 	I wish to support the 3.arid 

use survey idea, but I would confine the survey to more or less 

the forests of the State. 	There is also the matter of approp- 

riation for the Mt purpose of establishing fire measures, 	If the 

State laid down a programme for, say, 10 years, it could approp-

riate 10/- per acre as to capital and 6d, per acre as to main- 

tenance, 	Those would be desirable figures as a basis for 

putting a scheme into force, 	The question of technical educat- 

ion also comes into the pictire. 	The project envisaged is 

large but nevertheless excellent. 	It would, however, require 

tr ,  ined men, Speaking purely from a personal angle - in the 

interests ofAustralia generally - I should like to see a strength-

ening of the senior school of' forestry with greater usefulness 

than has been derived so far. 	There are many problems of a 

techlitical nature and Victoria, like other States, lacks 

highly trained forest tecnnicians„ 	Something will 118►  e 
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to be done in that direction is a successful project is to be 

carried out, 	I should like to suggest that the regional 

administration should be strengthened. My view is purely 

personal in this regard. When these forestry problems are 

local to a large extent, the office of inspector Gould be 

strengthened so as to give the occupant of that office more 

executive atatbori ty, 	That would prove desirable, 

COMMISSIONER: Ass uming that he is qualified to exercise t hat 

authority in a proper manner?--Yes. 	I assume that he would 

have experience and technical knowledge, 

(LUNCHEON ADJOURNMEIT) 

(CONTrINUED ON PAGE 2496 9 ) 
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UPON RESUMING 	2.15 P.M. - 

	 f 
MI. BARBER: It is your duty to trevel around the forests of Victoria 

from tine to time?--Yes. 

Have you observed the fire prceaution. Treasures that have been taken by 

the Forests Commission Staff?--Yes, to a large extent. 

Insofar as you have seen them, do you think they are based on proper 

principles?- ,.-Yes, 

At any rate, 30 far Las youhave been able to observe, they have been 

reasonably adequate to cope 7/1. tn local outbreaks of fire?---Not 

adequate in the sense that they are a complete plan, but I should 

any good progress 	s been :lde in this matter, 	Rome was 

not build in a day 

I gathered from your remarks regarding the United States of America that 

there are leseons to be learned there, which may be of assistance 

to Victor tan foresters?-1 consider so. 

Even to the extent of sending someone there, from the Forests GOnInti 3S 10n, 

to investigate American methods?---Yes. 	The progress they are 

making' over there is so great with their marvellous resources 

that it would be certainly worth while every year to keep in touch. 

I was not quite clear as to how far you went in your suggestion regarding 

burning in ash country, I take it you excluded fire altogether 

from young stands of trees? -Definitely. 

That would be areas carrying trees up to 20 years old ?--I would exclude 

fire from all stet -fee of growing ash, exoept where it was 

necessary to protect them. 

Except f or pr ote et ve purposes; exclude it from ti 1 growing ash and that 

would apply to all ash up to 60 and 70 years old?---Yes. 

On what country would you permit burning?--I would burn all ash country 

ix orocese of logging or exploitation, e after the timber had been 

out from it. 

After the timber had been cut? That would mean in ash country, as I 

understand it, it wetted be on clear-cut country?----In my 
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opinion, it is a clear-cutting or000eition, because fire should 

be used to assist regeneration, 

Having regard to the fact that ash is almost invariably a clear-cutting 

proposition, you can out out stands of ash, and then burn over 

that portion fbr regeneration?--Yes, 

t o the stacking proposition, I suppose that could be considered in 

irregular stands of stringybark e. I mean stacking and burning?-----

It ine be all right there, but certainly not in ash country, 

chat bugling would you )ee nni t in forest country generally, other than 

ash co unt ry? I re fer t o me semate peppermint and stringybark 

country?---Of course you do not clear-cut throe eie that class of 

country, but I would endeavour to burn where areas eere cut over, 

And burn once?---Once only. 

You do not advocate continual burning?---I do not. 	That stops erowth, 

and if you destroy that the timber goes, 

HARDY: Your Honour may remembee tha t earlier witnesses were examined 

on the question of' fire starting in bush areas after having 

travelled a considerable distance underground. 	In this connect- 

ion I have before me an article published in "Umpire Forestry" for 

March, 1922, by lialwood nilson, dealing with forest fires in 

Canada. 	He saes: "euebeck has. experienced the driest spring 

and early steelier for many years. 	For over six weeks scarcely a 

drop of rain fell, and to e wood became so dry that on rocky 

slopes, where the soil wa s thin, the trees died entirely. 	The 

soil in the ibreats was Like so much tinder, and any fires which 

started sprang up again and again, after they were extinguished, 

and even after heavy rain had fallen, 	The fire would get into 

rotten logs or duff, creep along underground for unbelievable 

distances, and reappear again after everyone thought the danger 

was over, 	Owing to a large number of men being without 

regular employment, many persons were fishing in th woods, 
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and to them the majority of the fires can be directly attributed. 

The railroads showed a very great improvement in the matter 

off setting fire to forests, notably the lines under the control 

of the Canadian national Railways, whidi has been the worst 

offender in the past,'' 	I should like to as the witness 

whether the conditions of he forests in Canada varies so much 

that this statement would be applicable to one kind off forest 

only, would he qualify tilt statement by stating that it would 

be applicable to one type of forest?---What the writer mentions 

there is applicable to the peat country, 	Spruce grows on raw 

humus to a large extent in swamps, and in the dry season if a fire 

gets inthere, into t he pear, it might burn for months, but you 

ha ve nothing like that in Australia. 

But in certain forests where the dry humus goes to a considerable depth Mall 

there meld be parallel to some extent, would there not?--I 

have not seen anything like similar conditions in Australia, 

but I have seen them in kiwi Zealand, 

The only evidence we had of such fires was at Anglesea and in the mountain 

ash country referred to by fir. lizard, 	You do not think that 

such conditions are generally applicable: here?--No, 

kill. BARRE: Can you tell us from your experience in Canada and in New 

Zealand, who is responsible for the watershed for city water 

supplies. 	la:'no si is responsible for t he forest management ?--- 

Usually the municipality. 	For instance, in \A•el.rington, New 

Zealand, there is a city forester who controls the various water 

catchment areas, and incidentally they exploit these watersheds, 

For milling?--Yes. 

Even the ones supplying cities like Vc'ollington?--Yes, they cut timber 

in the watersheds, 

They do not seem to worry about pollution the  

Do they take any internal protective measures other than protection 
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around the olitside of the dams and protection against fire?----

It is much the same a s here; there are roads and firebreaks. 

But they do take these measures?---Yes, 

MB. GOWANS; Is there any system of water purification?--In \ ,te -  lington 

I do not think :ea, 	They may chlorinate the water there, but 

I bee e never beard of it. 

Mr. Kelso says that in places where milling is done purification of the 

water is necessitated?!---I am not aware that tbat is done in 

Wellington, 	The City Forester there used to be associated with 

me and be said notbine a bout -Mat. 

You told us that fire protection measures in the United states are being 

developed very rapidly?---Yes. 	They have a Civil Conservation &Ili 

Corps there with anything up to 20,000 young nien engaged largely 

on stand betterment work. 

That is a Federal organization?-.—Yes, Federal, 	They spend hundreds of 

millions off dollars a:nually on that work, 

They cell these employees the C.C.C. men - not the G-men?----That is so, 

Apropos of your staters nt vegarding the rapid development of forest fire 

protection measures in America I should like to quote the follow- 

ing passage from "Theory and Practice of Forest Fire Protection 

in the United States", 	"Louisiana State University, 1937"; - 

"The numerous ramifications of t he field of forest fires 

protection cannot be adequately covered in a publication 

ofthis type; this is merely an attempt to bring together 

between two covers a preliminary digest of t he fundamental 

principles of forest fire control and, in a limited way, 

their application, 	With this phase of forest protection 

in a period of rapid evolution, much of the material con- 

tained herein will shortly be obsolete. 	To prevent the 

publication from becoming outmoded too quickly, the loose-

leaf binding has prevented a means of keeping the contents 

reasonable up-to-date without too great an expenditure.' 
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I suguest that we should consider a loose-leaf system for this 

document Mr. Barber has put in. 

TUE COMMISIONER: At the moment I did not see the import of your remarks. 

I must apologise to mr. Ellis for my having been the occasion of 

this joke, 	Do you think we shoudd adopt t hat suggestion, 

Mr. Barber? 

MR, BARBER: I think I rather missed the point, Your honour, looking 

at some other papers, 

MR, GOWANS: Do you think it worth considering? 

R. BARBIE: I think it is fair to consider any reCommendation made, 

even by Counsel assisting the Commission. 

TIE TITHE aI WITHDREW, 
~Mal,  M. OW al• 116.111.■■■ OM IMAM ...... 

MR, BARBER: I should like your pexydssion, Your honour, to put in a 

booklet entitled "Mountain Ash", HA General Treatise on its 

Silviculture, awl Management and Utilization", by Mr. A. V. 

Galbraith, Chairman of the Forests Commission, published in 1937. 

	.. EXHIBIT "R.R." 	 "Mountain Ash", A.V.Galbraith. 

I should like to quote a short passage on page 69 as follows:• 

"In recent years a fair amunt of thinning and cleaning has 

been carried out in stands of young ash regrowth. The sim*f 

the operations have been partly silvicultural and partly fire 

protection. Por instance, many areas in key positions from a 

fire protection dtandpoint have been given a cleaning and a 

thinning and the debris disposed of. 	In other cases the operations 

have been purely silvicultural, and the debris, which rots 

in about two years, let lie on the floor of the #x forest, 

"The following is an extract from the instructions issued 

for this work!- 

"The operation to be carried out will be in the nature of 

a combined cleaning and thinning, undergrowth and dead, 

dying and diseased trees. to be felled, 	such material 
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to be laid flat on the floor of t he forest and allowed 

to rot, except as specified hereundert-- 

"All material out is to be stacked and burned - 

(1) on a strip 5 chains wide along any boundary 

of the area being treated From which fire 

may be expected; 

(2) on a strip 5 chains wide along each side of 

all roads, used tramways, firebreaks or fire-

lines within or bounding the area." 

(CONTL4UED ON PAGE 2501.) 
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EDGAR WILLIAM cuIN!L  Sworn and Examined: 

MR. G0 1;.iANS: You are Manager of the Hardwood Millers* Association of 

Victoria, are you not?--That is so. 

I understand you have prepared a ststement of evidence which you desire 

to put forward on behalf of your Association?---Yes, 

I understand that your eviduace deals particularly with the suggestion 

that the mills should be taken out of the forest as a measure, 

not merely of fire protection, but also as a safety precaution?---

Yes, 	The statement I have to give is as follows:— 

Evidence has been given by witnesses of the desirability 

of enforcing sawmillers to locate their sawmilling plant outside 

the forest areas and in view of the Forests Connission.ls proposed 

new policy as reported in the newspapers, it is my desire to 

analyse the advantages and disadvantages of t he proposed system. 

(1) It is an established fact thst in all cases it is much 

more costly to mill outside the forest. 	In those cases where the 

extra costs would be appreciable reduced there has to be special 

local conditions such a a good market for mill waste in the form 

of fuel, sawdust, pulp wood, etc., and in the chief sawmilling 

centres such local markets a re negligible. 

(2) It has not been determined precisely what is meant by 

mills operating outside the forest. 	Taking tthe Tanjil milling 

areas as an example, it may be consider that Icy Creek and 

1oojee were outside the forest and as these townships were swept 

by the recent bush fires it is reasonable to assume that something 

more is required. 	It would appear from past experience that mills 

operating on logs from the Tanjil areas would have to establish on 

high-priced cleared land in the vicinity of k•ieerim South if they 

are to be absolutely safe from bush fires, and it is reasonable 

to assume that land in such localities would be difficult and 

costly to purchase for the establishment of xint sawmills. 	In 

the case of 'Erica end Matlock forests and mills would have 

to be located in Moe or Warburton respectively at distances 
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ranging from 30 to 70 miles from log supplies, 

(3) Investigations by the Forests Commission and saw-

millers into sawmilling practice in Victoria have proved beyond 

all doubt tla t the economic factor governing the financial 

success of sawmilling under Victorian conditions is an adequate 

and regular supply of logs to the mills at low cost, 	'The 

easiest and cheapest means of achieving tnis is to locate the 

sawmill in the heart of the forest and for this reason mills 

are often moved a distance of only two miles in order to keep 

in close *proximity to log supply, 	It is not possible to com- 

pare Victorian sawmilling practice with that of other countries 

for the following reasons:— 

(a) In mountain ash forests the country is so rough and 

precipitous that lowing is a costly' operation. 	American 

visitors have been amazed at the difficult conditions under 

which Victorian sawmillers operate, 

(b) High grade mountain ash milling logs yield in sawn timber 

approximately 40;n of their true volume due to heart wood, 

sapwood, etc., and t he average yield of sawn timber from 'ilonntain 

ash forests is estimated at 30 .ji; of true log volume, namely, a 

log weighing 3 tons will produce apczoximately 12 cwt. of dry 

sawn timber which means, in effect, that a sawmill operating at 

normal capacity outside the forest must transport every month 

1308 tons of waste and water to produce a saleable dry product 

weighing 327 tons. 	I believe these figures to be correct 

within 5;., of actual practice and if it is desired I will submit 

the basis of these calculations to the Commission to be checked, 

it must be apparent then that the transport of logs must be 

reduced to a minimum if any milling proposetion is to be 

financial ly sound *,  

(4) Another factor which precludes any possibility 

establishing mills outside the forests is t he problem of 

faulty or defective logs. _even in high grade forests there 
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is always a high ee centage of defective Logs which will yield 

only 15 to 25 of sawn timber, Mills located in the forest 

with short log transport can convert these to sawn timber if not 

at a profit, then at only a Alight loss, but no sawmiller unless 

forced by tte Forests Commission would undertake to transport 

the best of these defective logs to a mill located even ten 

miles distant, 	In view of this considerable loss in gtilizat- 

ioapt forest products, it is difficult to understand the 

Forests Commission's proposed policy, 

YliE COMMISSIONER : What do you take to mean " the Forests COrTIMiSS iOn 1 5 

proposed policy"?---The proposal to take the mills out of the 

forests, 

I do not think that is the proposed policy of t he Forests Commission, 

I think the Chairman of the Forests Commission told us that that 

would not be practicable - that is, if you take the Chairmen's 

view as that oft he Commission. 

BARBER: Page 2180 of the evidence makes that point quite clear, 

MR, GO Al 	On page 2180 Mr, A. V. Galbraith says: "My eleventh point 

deals with centralization of mills. 	nine it is generally 
under ,certain conditions„ 

considered that , it e establishment 5f sawmill s in locations 

other than adjacent to their log supply, must be uneoonomic 

and not condimive to the best utilization, it is also considered 

that location of mills outside the forest has definite advan-

tages from the standpoint of fire protection". 	He goes on to 

deal with that point and says that he is all fort he location 

of mills outside dangerous areas, 

Tip; comitisioaLF.: I think be told me in answer to a question later, 

that it was not a practicable proposition and would be too 

costly, 

MR. BART ETZ: I think that is so - at a later stage. 	I think that is a 

fair statement of t le Commission's policy , 	Mr. Galbraith, 

in his evidence in chief, went further than anyone else by 



saying that it was dasirable to aim at oeatrallzation outside 

the forest, but he dealt with the economi can d practicable side 

of the question. 

THE COMMISSIONER: lie hedged his statement about with all sorts of 

conditions. 	I do not think that Mr. auiral. need anticipate the 

decision of the Forests Commission as being a definitely formul-

ated policy that the milli should be taken out of to e forests, 

MR, BARBER: In essenne our attitude is that we would love to see the 

mills out of the forest, but we do not think that that 1 s 

possible in the existing circumstances. 

TH1; C OMMISSIONtal : And you do not think it is fair? 

MR. BARBER.: No, but there was other evidence, other than ours, 

advocating t hat policy. 

THE COMMISaICilffi: quite so, 	I took up this matter merely is it applied 

to the Forests Commission's policy, as dealt with by the witness, 

MR. BARBEM: Yes, 

THE Vs'ITNESS: M spetement c ontinues:-. 

(5) I have been dealing with mountain ash and woolly butt 

forests which supply the Melbourne market with joinery, flooring, 

lining, weather board stocks, etc., which are relatively high-

priced products when compared with ordinary hardwood or building 

scantling. 	The price of select quality timber averages approx- 

imately 28/- and merchantable quality 25/-, while scantling 

quality sells at 191*, all prices being F.O.R. Melbourne, 

There is a large number of mills operating exclusively on low 

grade forests. rpoducing 100„ scantling quality timber. 	It is 

held that mountain ash and woolly butt sewmillers, producing 

high-priced timber would find it extremely difficult to carry on 

business on a profitable basis operating outside the forest, the 

case of t he scantling sawmiller would be hopeless if he were 

forced to locate his mill outside the forest and away from 

direct log supply, 
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(6) Another objection to the policy is that it would 

involve two measurements of the logs, thereby involving the 

sawmiller and the Forests Commission in considerable extra 

administration and overhead expenses. 

(7) The foregoing clauses enumerate the principal dis-

advantages of the proposed policy and it is now proposed to 

examine the advantages, 

AdvaakLyikees:- (a) A.pproximately 5Ce ,,; of t he mill workers would 

not be endangered by forest fires, 	The balance of mill workers, 

such as feller, winch and transport drivers, etc, would still 

be working and living i the forests, 

(b) tehere may be certain obscure advantages in 

limiting, as fail as possible, the number, of workers in forest 

areas from the point of view of fires, water conservation, and 

silviculture, but these advantages are readily apparent. 

(c ) From. the sawmille rs po int of view s, he wo u l a 

not be required to houde 507 of his employees, 

(8) Analyst a of Advantages:.  The Forests Commission 's 

major consideration in -proposing this new policy would probably 

be forest 'protection and safety of employees, 	It is pertinent 

to enquire why it should be necessary to move till location 

outside the forest for these reasons:. 

Regarding forest fires the statistics show that in 

1928-29 only 5`i; of forest fires were caused by forest licensees 

and in 1929-30 no fires ate at all were caused by forest licneseese 

Sawmillers would represent only a small percentage of licensees, 

It is reasonable to assume that the percentage of sires caused 

by sseamillers would be less than 1>b and in mountain ash and 

woolly butt areas, as far as my memory serves me, there has never 

been a disastrous fire caused by a sawmiller in the last 20 years, 

An extract from Forest Commission papers on the "Cause of 

Forest Fires" is a s 	 "Fires caused by forest 

licensees are usually not serious and cover only a small 

acreage - the reason being that the licensee, to protect his 
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his licence and his produce, talus tete dia te steps to quell any 

outbreak," It is apparent, then, the sawmiller a  are not respons4 

ible for disastrous fires and it 0 all readily be proved that 

the fires of 1926, 1932, and 1939, which started from areas out-

side the forest, ois private property and Crown lands, during the 

months of Sovember, December and January, have not been any 

authoritles t  responsibility and have therefore been ignored, 

It is submitted, therefore, that loss of life on sawmills has 

been caused by fires which originated outside sawmilling areas 

altogether, and to remove sawmills from the forest as part of a 

new policy is to admit that the Forests Commission expects, at 

some future date, further disastrous fires which will sweep the 

sawmilling areas and again endanger Xife and property, 

Sawmill plant as d machinery and buildings have always been 

liable to loss by disastrous bush fires, but at even under 

ea:T.sting conditions it is submitted that provided proper precaut-

ions are tai:en, human lives should never be lost, 

It appears, therefore, that the sawmilling industry undo ,  

a new policy is being aeked to bear an unfair surcharge for the 

reason that a State authority is unable to control illicit 

bunsing on areas entirely outside the sphere of sawmilling. 

It is shown that 1,300 tons of waste and water would have to 

be hauled considerable distances every month by sawraillers, 

Assuming that the extra distance were only 20 miles instead of 50 

as would be the case in some inatanees, the cost would not be 

less than £3,000 per annum per mill, 	This would be an impossible 

burden for the sawmillor to carry and t he whole industry would 

break down under such an imposition s  

Interstate and Foreign Competition:- It would be wrong to 

expect the sawmilling industry to carry extra burdens in the 

way of increased costs in production because it is„ under the 
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best of market circumstances, subject to intense competition 

from Tasmaina and foreign and overseas imports. 	During the 

last two years, the industry has had to carry the cost of 22e; 

rise in wages and a. shorter working week, as it was found impoSse 

ible inconsequence of competition, to pass the extra charges 

on to consumers. 

ealvaLe...,of Fire Killed Timber:— According to the expert Comm. 

ittee i s report me de to the Minister of Forests, it is intended 

to adopt a plan to salvage 900 million feet of log timber out 

of a total loss of 2,070 million feet of fire killed timber. 

In order to salvage the maximum amount of timber out of the 

den-aged areas - which must be done in a limited period R it is 

proposed to place 50 mills in the fire killed timber, All of 

these meld be in most difficult logging country and it may be 

found necessary, even in the short period, to chase log supplies 

by shifting the mills. As the salvage plarXeclocepted by 

the Forests Commission and recomended by the Conerelssion for 

acceptance by the Government, it is difficult to understand the 

new proposals for teen mills, 	81.7 all a change would seriously 

affect salvage operations and result in a huge loss to the State, 

It must be remembered that the great bulk of sawmilling from 

now on, will be carried out in fire killed areas, the work on 

which may inly last four or five years, 	Any period beyond that 

depends entirely on experimental treatment for log preservation, 

As many of these areas are s ituated in the roughest parts of 

the State and are almost inaccessible, it would appear to me 

to be a hopeless and impossible task to convey logs for any 

great distance, 

1,orkine Conditions and Safet. Methods:— 	In the great 

majority of bush sawmills owned by members of my Association, 

adequate provision is made for :safety of human lives, The 

great majority have installed dug-outs or other safety mettods 
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d mills gexilly are regarded by bush workers as a centre 

of coi:munieatCon find safety. z'olephone, roads or trarnw sill 

help to make decent symbol of community settlement within 

the forests. 'he workers aloe provided with housing accomm-

odation, rent free. 

Ii, hovrevor, the workir 	an ga had to split by working 

half in town and the other half left in the 'heart of the bush--

the fate of t be la tter would be infinitely worse in the time 

of dangsr. 	It would be almost impossible to provide safety 

measures in tide bush without mill orgaiizat1on close at hand. 

On tho other hand workers :vhc enjoyed the privtioge of working 

in towns would :have to pay rent and receive 2/-- z:er week loss 

pay (diifsx' :tic: of town fx, d mill rates), thereby causing hardship 

ar discontent, 

ari of he opinion that a crown fire in our main timber 

belts - all of which bav e ben taunt this year - will be 

i;npossible for mazy years t a come, and therefore submit, in 

conclusion, that sufficient thought ha s not been given to the 

various sspects of the proposed new policy and t hat neither 

theoretical nor practical co iderstions would justify the 

rep^.oval of ss'wrrilla from witht the forests and proximity to 

the raw materials. 

(COkTI UED C PiGi 2509). 
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MR, GO at -Do you. think -yin 	take-n into account , all the consider- 

ations both for and against the proposition?--- I think the 

principal objections have been considered.  

I have not heard any mantion of insurance, under which a big saving would 

obviously be effected, would it not?--That would depend largely 

on what Er eas the mills were in 	If they were in a town witn 

an adequate water ,  supply, which it is hard to get adjacent to 

saw milling areas, I suppose the rates would be lase, 

1,ave you looked into the question of how much less they would be?--No, 

have not, 

Vila, COMMISSIONER: Do most of your members insure their mill and plant?--- 

As a rule they insure the expensive parts of t he machinery only, 

but not the whole plant, 

It is cheaply replaced?--Yes, 	'oe never regard t he plant as a severe 

loss, 	If we can save the lives of our employees and save the 

bush, we are more or less satisfied, 	-,;e cannot grouch much 

about losingt he mill, although it is en expensive item, 

That is always on the cards. 

Can you give any information about the rates of insurance on mills?---I 

am afriad I cannot, 	I could obtain them, 

R. GOWA.NS: Would you furnish the figure you have mentioned for verific-

ation, and, in addition, go into the rates of insurance?---Y -es, 

COMMISSIONER: I suppose the rates are very heavy?---Yes, 

If you have not gone into then, you can hardly say with certainty that it 

would be impracticable to insure mills?---If the rates were 

reduced by a s much as seventyfi ve per cent, that w ould be a small 

saving compared with the cost of hauling logs out of the forest, 

MR. GOWANS: I did not hear you deal with the suggestion that it might be 

possible to co-ordinate the mills into one big mill in a town 

area?---I do not think it would be possible, 	A factor in 

the success of a sawmill is an adequate supply of logs,. 

To some extent, you have to cater for having logs two or 
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three eeeks ahead at least. 	It seems paradoxical to say t hat 

most of our fire zone areas are also our heavy snow areas in 

the winter, 	Unless you have a short haulage to mills during 

the winter, you get wry intermittent working, end a hold-up 

every second day or so by snow or had weather. 	If you hae e 

your mills studded around the forest where they get a regular 

log supply, it makes all the difference between success and 

failure. 

You consider that the element of transport of logs in the winter may 

make all the difference between the economic success and failure 

of' the mills?--I do, and the Forests Commission would have to 

take into consideration that roads lead ing out of forest areas 

fort he carting of logs all the year around would have to be 

specially constructed to stand up to the extremely heavy traffic. 

CONKCSe3IONIei: Do you teeansport mill products all through the year?----

In some places they are held Lie. 	Matlock area is closed for 

some time. 

Do you carry the some weight of milled timber as of logs?---You are 

limited to a certain weight on various roads. I think in 

Matlock area the limit is three tons gross. 

Teat is the limit you have t o observe in any case. 	It would be quite 

impossible to carry logs at Matlock. 

What weit do logs run to?---From three to seven or eight tons, end 

sometimes Heavier. 	The difficulty would be when youteseve had to 

supply orders for long lengths of sawn timbal 	Vie have supplied 

lengths up to sixtyfour feet recently for a Federal Government 

job. 	I would not like to have to undertake to cart a big log . 

sixtyfour feet long very far. That timber had to be produced, 

and, if the mill had not been close to its log supply the order 

could not have been executed, 

would there be any saving in handling by taking the mills out of the 

forest?--There would be an irc roes() i n  handling , 	There would 

be an iecrease in the cost of log haulage and in the cost of 

the disposal of waste at the other end . 
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It has been suggested that if you had one large mill dealing with a number 

of cutting areas, you would have a better chance of disposing 

of waste, particularly if it was mount ain ash, so that it can 

be used for paper pulp?---The paper pulp people have till to 

come to light in using mill waste. 	It is held up as a theory, 

but has not been attempted yet as a -oractioe, 

Are they using waste?---Not to my knowledge. 

MR. Cl0WA145: In connection with this evidence, I would direct attention 

to evidence given by Yr. Young on page 880 of t e transcript, 

(Statement read "There is one other suggestion that interests 

me that seems an awfully silly question"), 

THE OOKUISSIONER: I think "Mr. Young addynitted in fact that he knew 

nothing whatever about it. 	He was very positive in his 

evidence, but, when cross .examined, it appeared thst he had not 

taken many (factors into consideration. 

MR. GOWANS: That might he ve been so, Your =milk Honour, but I thought 

he might have considered some fa at ors that we have not 

considered today, 

THI:1 WITNESS: I do not come undor the category of a "spot mill", 

00MISSIONER: ''.hat is a spot mill?--A contraption that can be put 

up in a paddock in a few days and start to out timber, We do  

not take those into consideration, 

"- ey are not in the main current of your industry?---No, 

They are too unstable?---Yes. 

R. GOWANS: We vere told by Mr. Sanderson, who ^uts beyond Hall's Gap, 

and hauls into Stawell, that he regards it as economic, 

THE COWISSIONIR: in his case, it suited him, because he had a peculiarly 

appropriate site in Stawell for t he purpose, 	There was no 

capital outlay. 

GOWANS: He had the advantage also that his cutting area, where his 

mill was burned, was on a tourist road, 

THE WITNESS.: There a re other advantages he enjoys there . 	 In the 

first place, he is milling for a local market, and he has no 
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competition. 	The cost of freight guarantees him against 

competition * 	his timber is small s  and easy to cart, 	He 

cannot be compared with any other case I know of in the State, 

It is purely a &ocal trade, and as I said, the idea is all 

very well if you have a sale for the product, 

1. (.10AaiS: lie is cutting in a stringy bark area s  where the waste would 

be greater than is a mountain pen area. 	Do you agree frith 

that?---I think the recovery would be heavier, 

THE COMASSIC)NIE: I think the witness is speaking of the selling 6f 

waste. 	Apart from the facility for selling it, is not the 

waste gra a 	do not t hick so *  Sometime s a stringy bark 

tree cuts up better than an ash tree, 	The product toxins cut 

car ft o it has not t/ge so well graded, 

1/1.R.GOV.A/43:  Your Honour asked t he witness, LaA, Sander son, to provide 

some information * 	The following letter has been received 

Ls OM him-- 

"Stawell. 

"March 16th, 1939, 

'Dear Sir s  

Judge Stretton, on his ssaaent visit to Hall's Gap, 

requested me to write you, giving particulars end reasons why 

we are rebuilding our mills in Stawell in Dane Terence to the 

previous site in the Grampian mountains. 

"Firstly, I will put forward t he industrial view, 

In the bush„ we use Caterpilla Tractor fbr Logging to Landings 

(two landings at a time), and from there to Mill s  use Trucks and 

Trailers registered as 7 and 8 ton carrying capacity respectively. 

"Previously we used one truck unit in bush, and the 

other on cartage of sawn timber from mill to Stawell, 25 miles; 

in eight loads of logs brought by the log truck per day, two 

loads represented bark, and frequently this truck assisted in 

timber deliveries, and s  at time of fire, 250 logs were destroyed 

in log yard, 

"Mill output is approximately 1,250,000 super 
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in round per year, and one truck in bush kept close to the 

ta:,actor, always had the mill well supplied with logs. 

"Previously the sawdust was all burned, so also were 

the edgings, and two loads of bark per day, all dead loss; 

now we use the sawdust for fuel, and a little of the edgings 

as well; the balance of edgings will be cut into firewood 

for this town's other industries, also house consumption, and 

sold at a small price, and c ospled with the logs being loaded 

much more quickly than. sawn timber the cost will balance the 

additional amouiitof travelling necessary. 

"We a re a ctually carting our sawdust, edgings and heart 

waste to the town, where we can sell same to assist in meeting 

the additional ccs t of cartage. 

"Additional advantages in our case are the t i e mill 

is now right on tba rails, reducing handling costs considerably 

into trucks, also it does away with the timber yard we had, 

to cater fort be local trade, (ss we are wholesale and retail). 

Further, we now a re situated where we can (if t he Forests 

Commiss ion will grant us the necessary rights) mill all the 

hardwood and i-e(3. 6Lirii that is in Victoria north Sx of us 

indefinitely, cr inoother words, this mill can be kept going 

pe 	 , the source of supply being - the Grampians for 

hardwood, and the surrounding country for red gum and DillUS 

insignus and our markets are the people north of us, where the 

timber is actually growa at their back door, and is particularly 

suitable fbr their conditions, being of lesser water content 

than timber grown further south. 

fi ri!bis is all practicable, and will provide work 

for approximately thirty men indefinitely, providing the Fore:1ts 

Commission or t he Country Roads Board do not impose further 

'restrictions, such as reduction of loading or closing of roads., 

Any actions such as that would immediately cripple the business, 

but in the past they have been most helpful, so we have 
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no reason for thinking they will be otherwise in the future. 

"I might mention here that the log trucks will now 

do three trips each per day, which will be in all six loads 

of 2500 super in the round - altogether 15000 super per day, 

with a total mileage of an average of 300 miles per day, and 

the timber is then on rails, 

"The previous daily mileage was 170 miles, therefore * 

 the extra amount is 130 miles per day, and which has to be met 

with sale of firewood, and the various advantages as mentioned 

before. 

"Further, as we retail iron, cement, nails, and all 

building requirements, we have our stocks delivered by rail 

riEtt into our store room, which greatly reduces handling 

charges and cartage, and local tradesmen and other customers 

either take delivery at our mill (which is also now our yards) 

or we deliver at a covering charge. 

"Risk of fire practically eliminated. 

"Now the employees point of view. 	Firstly, their 

living conditions are very much improved, and they too are now 

able to participate in functions, sport and the various interests 

that their more fortunate workmates in the towns enjoy. 

"A very important and necessary advantage is th educatipi 

ion for the children, and any showing promise can have the 

advantage of technical and high school *  thus giving them an 

even chance with the town children, 

"Then, again *  is the nearness of doctor and hospital 

for either parents or their family, and further the men are 

much more independent, as they are not at the mercy of a 

company or individual, wherein which, if their employment ceases, 

they have the chance of another job without having to move home 

and family. 

"so also id= is the risk of flood and fire 

practically removed, and it is only those who have 
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osperienced these daggers that appreciate them, 

"These are sow of the reasons that have influenced 

us to build on rails and in the town, but there are so many 

that I cannot possibly include them here, and, at a later date -

say, three months - we would be glad to advise how the scheme 

is progressing, if you desire the information, and it is going 

to be helpful to the majority, 

Yours faithfully, 

(signed) L. A, Sanderson," 

11R, GOVANS: That seems to support your :ugs.estion that this man 1 s 

position is a peculiar one?---les, it does not work out in 

practice, 	Did you say something about cutting 10,000 per day? 

kifteen thousand a day?---In the fvont part of the letter, he speaks 

of 1,250,000 super feet in the round, 	With the very best 

allowance for cutt ing and conversion, he would not show more 

than 6'60 0 000 feet of sawn timber per' year, 	That is a small mill, 

It is not a forest mill, that can cut 5,000 or 6,000 a day. 

`21111 °OMNI 	ONER: Is Mr. Sanderson a membo r of your Association?---No 

but I know him well, 

Do you suggest - do not answer the question if you do not wan* to - 

wh at his motive might be for advocating the removal of sawmill s 

generally from the forest, if he does advocate it?---I would 

not like to accuse him wrongly, but I would suspect t hat he is 

in such a nice safe pocket fort he local sale of his timber 

that he would be rather pleased to see the mills around Beech 

Forest or Portland with added costs, 	That is only a spectitlation, 

13ARBIli : As 	understand it, a mill in the fore t ha s to be shifted fro 

time to tirre?---Yes, 

That would depend, of course, upon the particular area, 	::haw often 

would have a mill har e to be shifted?---Thet would d. Pend 

entirely, first, on the quality of the timber , and, secondly 
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on the nature of the country, 	It may be possible for a mill 

to cut out a very big area without shifting. 

Is the shifting of a. mill a costly business, and would that cost be 

eliminated by centralization. 	Have you taken that into 

consideration?—'It does not cost very much to shift a mill, 

It is a very small factor against the
e 
	of taking logs out. 

It is not only the cost of t aking logs out that counts, but 

also the impracticability of it, 

Have yeti considered the additional social amenities enjoyed by the 

wives and children of mill workers if they were in town as 

against being in the fbrest? 	allsoys consider the welfare 

of our employees, but if we stopped to consider their social 

wellbeing, none of us would be left , 

It comes down to this, that you cannot see how your present profit 

could be maintained ift he mills were taken out of the forest?--

I do not see how we could entice enough private capital for the 

operation of a salvage plan withat t other cost, 

Is Mr, Saxton a member of yew Association?---The Saxton Timber and 

Trading Company is, 

Have they decided to take their mill out of the fore st?---They are 

considering it, and they would have a chance of making a success 

of it, because they have a local market, 

Are they not considering hauling t o Moe?--Thore is talk of it. 	they 

have a sale for everything there, and they are in a favourable 

position, 

octal -6sioNIE : They had a dreadful family tragedy, which may be 

behind their decision?---I do not think they are keen to go 

back into the bush, 

THE ISITHE'SL3 V I•iDR:  Lk 
...-a 

THE COMMISSION ADJOURNED UNTIL 10 A.M. ON 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5th, 

1939. 
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